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The investigations in the field of the quantum computer brings the importance of
the understanding of the Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) properties of particles
to the front line. By the various techniques of molecular cooling and trapping we
remove the kinetics characteristics of the system. Thus, when the particle is trapped
and doesn’t perform any movement we can test the physical characteristics such as
total electronic energies of atoms and ions, energies of optical and X-ray transitions,
hyperfine splitting constants that show the energy levels splitting, g-factors of bound
electrons, that describe the magnetic and angular momentum of a particle, isotopic
shifts, probabilities of electrical and magnetic transitions in atoms etc.
The objective of this thesis is the high precision calculations of G-factor and Hy-
perfine structure splitting of different elements. By considering the existing results
and literature, we perform the high accuracy calculations on H-like (one electron
and nucleus), Li-like(three electrons orbiting nucleus) and B-like(five electrons or-
biting nuclues) elements. Moreover working closely with experimental groups we
perform calculations on lanthanide atoms.
For these type of calculations, different type of contributions are to be taken
into account, including correlation, relativistic, quantum electrodynamic, higher ra-
diative corrections, and the contribution of the negative Dirac spectrum. It is also
necessary to calculate the corrections arrising from the the electric charge distribu-
tion and nucleus magnetic moment.
We propose the approximate radiative single-particle potential that significantly
improves the high-accuracy of the non empirical calculations of the QED correc-
tions for calculating the electronic structure of atoms and molecules.
In conjunction with the experimental measurements and fits, using the Multi
Configurational Dirac-Fock-Sturm method (MCDFS), we have executed the exten-
sive high-precision calculation for the electronic structure calculations of one of the
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lanthanide atoms, the Er. The interest of these calculations is explained in their
multiple unpaired valence electrons, that have rich atomic energy spectra and ex-
hibit various types of coupling between the electronic angular momentum J and
the nuclear spin I of the atom. These calculations allowed us to obtain the mag-
netic dipole and electric quadrupole constants for the only stable fermionic isotope,
167
Er and thus explain the theory behind the experiment of the laser cooling tran-
sitions.
We then do various calculations to improve existing results for the determina-
tion of the fine-structure constant. The approach of the calculations by the MCDFS
method has been proposed for the calculations for the specific weighted differences
of the g-factors of H-and Li-like ions of the same element. An accurate formula was
obtained for the weight parameter, determined by requiring cancellation of the non-
relativistic finite nuclear size corrections to various orders. We then demonstrated
that weighted differences can be used for an effective cancellation of nuclear struc-
tural effects. This independent scheme may be used to extract the fine-structure con-
stant from a comparison of experimental and theoretical bound-electron g-factors
with an accuracy improvement by orders of magnitude.
The future prospect of the calculations for the many-electron systems like B-like
particles are also outlined.
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Over the past decades there has been made a significant development of computer
technology and new theoretical methods. It resulted in the progress in study of the
various physical properties of atoms and molecules. Comparison of theoretical data
with high-precision experimental data gives a possibility not only to interpret the
results of measurements, but also for testing a number of fundamental theories and
the precise determination of fundamental constants.
The determination of fundamental constants like the mass of the electron and the
fine structure constant with high accuracy in highly charged ions comprise an ultra
sensitive tool for testing Quantum Electrodynamic (QED) effects in the strongest
electric and magnetic fields. The first high-precision measurements of the ground-
state hyperfine splitting were performed for various H-like ions, including 209Bi,
165Ho, 185Re, 207Pb, 203Tl and 205Tl in Ref. [58]. This experimental progress has
motivated theoretical community for high-precision calculations.
There are several well-known theoretical methods for the evaluation of the g-
factor and Hyper Fine Structure (HFS). The most widely used method is pertur-
bation theory. Unfortunately, it might be applied only in high-Z ions with a small
number of electrons. The reason is that this method does not provide accurate results
for the inter-electronic interaction for low-Z ions. However, to reach the accuracy
of theoretical prediction for Li-like ions comparable to the one for H-like ions, ac-
curate evaluation of the QED, nuclear and inter-electronic interaction corrections is
required. Moreover, in the case of heavy H-like ions, the leading uncertainty of the
theoretical prediction for the g-factor is determined by the nuclear effects. In the
high-Z region it is comparable to the binding QED correction of second order in ↵,
and, therefore, it restricts probing the QED effects to first order in ↵. This theoretical
uncertainty of the hyperfine splitting is dominated by the nuclear effects, especially
by the Bohr-Weisskopf effect caused by the inhomogeneous nuclear magnetization
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distribution [39]. Recent theoretical research has proved that when a specific differ-
ence between the HFS for H- and Li-like ions (or H- and B-like ions) of the same
isotope is considered, the Bohr-Weisskopf effect can be largely cancelled, the same
nucleus the uncertainty due to the nuclear effects can be significantly reduced and
a higher accuracy for testing strong-field QED can be reached than with studies on
the binding energy. Thus, an extension of the measurements to the three-electron
ions is needed and anticipated.
Over the last decades, there has been a growing interest in the g-factor of a
bound-electron, both theoretically (see e.g. [9–11]) and experimentally (see e.g.
[3, 4, 12]). This interest is rising partly due to the development of experiments on
highly charged ions utilizing ion traps. The study of these systems also provides the
opportunity to determine fundamental constants such as the mass of the electron [2,
12]. Experimental investigations of ions with high charge-number Z are expected in
the nearest future. Currently, high-precision experiments of the g-factor of Li-like
Ca are being performed [12]. Furthermore, the precision theory of the g-factor of
heavy B-like and H-like ions including higher-order QED and nuclear corrections
is anticipated to yield, in combination with planned experiments, an independent
determination of the fine-structure constant ↵ [1].
In this thesis, we outline the different scientific background relevant to the
Hartree Fock method, Breit interaction, g-factor and Hyperfine Structure Splitting
(Section 10). Then, we then discuss the key computing method, the Dirac-Fock-
Strum method, for calculation of the electronic structure of atoms (Section 11) and
we show the way the fitting of the virtual orbitals to obtain the different config-
urations of ions is performed. In Section 12 we propose a novel single-particle
effective potential that can be used in the Dirac–Fock (DF) method, the relativistic
density functional, the multi-configuration DF method, and the relativistic method
of superposition of configurations. Applying this potential in the atomic electronic
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structure equations gives us a possibility to further improve the accuracy of the
QED corrections calculations. In Section 13 we describe the experiment and ab
initio calculations approach to the hyperfine structure of laser-cooling transitions in
fermionic Erbium-167. These calculations allowed us to obtain the magnetic dipole
and electric quadrupole constants for the only stable fermionic isotope, 167Er and
thus explain the theory behind the experiment of the laser cooling transitions. In
Section 14 we outline the implementation of the high accuracy MCDFS compu-
tational method for the weighted difference of the g-factors of H-and Li-like ions
of the same element for am improved determination of the fine structure constant.
We demonstrate the results for various Z from 6 to 60 for the fns corrections to
the bound-electron g-factor of the ground state of Li-like and H-like ions and their
weighted difference. We also observe that the leading term of the Za expansion of
Eq. (14.21), H(1,0), should not depend on the nuclear charge radius R and on the
speed of light c. All dependence of H(1,0+) on R and c comes only through the rela-
tivistic effects, which are small corrections in the low-Z region. Therefore, numeri-
cal calculations of H(1,0+) performed with different choices of R and c should have
the same low-Z limit. We further show that this weighted difference and its combi-
nation for two different elements can be used to extract the fine-structure constant
from near-future bound-electron g-factor experiments with an accuracy improve-
ment by orders of magnitude as compared to its present literature value. In Section
15, we draw the final conclusions, outline the future prospects for the development
and application of high accuracy calculations for the many-electron systems.
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10 Background.
10.1 The restricted Hartree-Fock method for approximating the
center of gravity of a configuration.
To obtain high-precision results for the electronic structure calculations, it is nec-
essary to take into account various contributions of different nature. These contri-
butions include quantum electrodynamic (QED) corrections, higher radiative cor-
rections, and the contribution of the negative Dirac spectrum. Moreover, for some
of the physical values, largely determined by the behaviour of the wave functions
near the nucleus, the corrections caused by the distribution of the electric charge
and magnetic moment over the nucleus should also be taken into account.
The main contribution of these corrections can be obtained by the implemen-
tation to the calculations of the one-electron approximation by the Hartree-Fock
(HF) method or the relativistic Dirac-Fock (DF) method. However, in the HF or DF
method, the interelectron interaction is only partially taken into account. Therefore,
it is extremely important to accurately take into account the effects of correlation.
The non-relativistic Hartree-Fock method has been developed by various sci-
entific groups, including [15–17] and others. The non-relativistic Hartree-Fock
method developed and briefly described in this section is based on algorithms and
earlier versions of programs created by V. F. Brattsev [15, 17, 19].










where ĥ is the single-electron Hamiltonian and uij are the electron-electron operator
interactions. Let the index ↵ number all the Slater determinants of this configura-
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tion. The expression for the total energy, obtained as the average Hamiltonian with




= h↵ | Ĥ | ↵i =
NX
i2↵
hi | bh | ii +
X
i6=j2↵
[hij|iji   hij|jii] . (10.2)
where the index i numbers the occupied single-electron states  i, from which the















where x is the set of spatial and spin coordinates of the electron.
In the restricted Hartree-Fock method (RHF), single-electron functions are lim-
ited. It is required that they be transformed according to irreducible representations
of the group G of symmetry of the Hamiltonian Ĥ . Therefore, single-electron states
can also be numbered with three indices n,  , µ, where   is the number of the irre-
ducible representation, µ is the line number of the irreducible representation, and
n is the main quantum number that numbers different states of the same symmetry.
The set of states with fixed quantum numbers n and   form a shell. The number of
different states of one shell n  coincides with the dimension of the irreducible rep-
resentation. Hereafter, we denote the various shells (n ) by the letters a, b, c, d, ....
The number of electrons in the shell a will be denoted by qa. Let Na = n  be the
number of different single-electron states of a given shell. If qa < Na, then the shell
is open.
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10.2 The non-relativistic Hartree-Fock method in the central field.
We consider the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian in the case of a central field.







Then the orbital quantum number l plays the role of the number of the irreducible
representation of the group of three-dimensional rotations O3. The atomic shell
number a corresponds to a pair of indices a ⌘ (na, la), and the index µ contains
two projections of the orbital and spin angular momenta µ ⌘ (ma,msa). The total
number of single-electron states of this shell is Na = 2(2la + 1). Single electron





· Ylama(r) · ⌘msa( ) . (10.5)
Here Pa(r) is the single-electron radial wave function of the shell a.
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10.3 Relativistic Hartree-Fock method.
The relativistic Hartree-Fock method in the central field approximation, which is
also called the Dirac-Fock (DF) or Hartree-Fock-Dirac (HFD) method, was de-
scribed and implemented by several authors and groups [18, 20–25]. In the re-
stricted relativistic HFD method, single-electron states with quantum numbers nlj
and µ (µ =  j, . . . , j), which are transformed according to irreducible representa-













where  = ( 1)j+1/2 l(j + 1/2) is the relativistic quantum number, and the index











Ylm(r) · ⌘ms( ) . (10.7)
Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian












where ĥD is the single-electron Dirac operator
ĥD = c (↵ · p) + (    1) c2 + V (r) . (10.9)
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Here ↵,   are the Dirac matrices. The electron-electron interaction in the Dirac-




, rij = ri   rj . (10.10)
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10.4 Breit interaction.
In our calculation we aim to include the relativistic effects with an accuracy of v2/c2.
However, it is insufficient to pass from the many-electron Schrödinger Hamiltonian
to the many-electron Hamiltonian Dirac-Coulomb. It is also necessary to take into
account the Breit interaction.
In the Coulomb gauge, the electron-electron interaction in the Coulomb-Breit
Hamiltonian , in addition to the Coulomb interaction uC(i, j) also includes the Breit
interaction uB(i, j)





, rij = ri   rj . (10.12)
The Breit interaction can in turn be divided into two parts
uB(i, j) = uM(i, j) + uR(i, j) , (10.13)
where uM(i, j) is usually called the magnetic interaction or the Gaunt interaction




and the term uR(i, j) is a time delay,
uR(i, j) =  
1
2
(↵iri) · (↵j rj)rij =
1
2

















10.5 G-factor and HFS
Though they have similar nature both and come from the interaction with a magnetic
field, the g-factor comes as a result of an interaction of the particle with an exter-
nal magnetic field, while HFS comes from the interaction with a magnetic dipole
moment of a nucleus.
G-factor could be described as a dimensionless quantity that is used to describe
the magnetic and angular momentum of a particle. To describe the HFS constant,
let us imagine the simple example of the H-like ions, that consist of a proton and
an orbiting electron. Both proton and electron have a spin that could be either up
or down and thus the system can take different configurations, where spin is either
”up” or ”down”. We can derive that this system can has four possible spin states.
All these fours possible states could be described as ground states. However there
will be a slight energy difference between them. These shifts are much smaller than
the energy difference between the ground state and next state that is above. As a
result each of these different states have their energy levels split very closely.
The shift of the energy levels of an atom exposed to the external magnetic field
is called the Zeeman effect. The external magnetic field couples with the magnetic
momentum of the particles and causes the energy shift.
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10.6 G-factor formulation
The total value of the g-factor of an ion can be written as
g = gD + gint + gQED + gSQED + gNS + grec (10.16)
• gD – Dirac value
•  gint – interelectronic interaction
•  gQED – one-electron QED correction
•  gSQED – screened QED correction
•  gNS – contribution of the nuclear size
•  grec – nuclear recoil (finite nuclear mass)
10.7 G-factor interelectronic-interaction correction
High-precision measurements of the g-factors of multiply charged ions provide an
opportunity to study QED corrections and test quantum electrodynamics. However,
for this it is necessary to have high-precision theoretical data, in which both rela-
tivistic and correlation effects were taken into account. The possibility of obtaining
such data is provided by the DFS method developed by I. I. Tupitsyn. The multi-
configuration DFS method could be used in systematic calculations of g-factors of
Li-like ions [26–29] as well as for B-like ions [30].
Relativistic Hamiltonian in a magnetic field.


















where H is the Hamiltonian of the atomic system in an external magnetic field H,
H = |H| and the z axis is directed along the magnetic field H, E(H) is the energy
of the state with the maximum projection (MJ = J) of the angular momentum J
and µB = |e|/(2mc) the Bohr magneton. In the first order of perturbation theory






,  E(H) = h | Ĥm |  i , (10.18)
where the operator of interaction of an electron with an external uniform mag-









(H · [↵i ⇥ ri]) (10.19)
Here A =  [r ⇥H]/2 is the vector potential.







[↵i ⇥ ri]z |  i (10.20)
The magnetic Hamiltonian can be written in another form [31–33]





[Ŝ + Ĵ ] ·H
⌘
(10.21)
where ĤDC is the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian (10.8) (without the Breit interaction)





Assuming that h | Ĥ, P̂ ] |  i = 0 for the exact wave function  , the g-factor can
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h |   (Ŝz + Ĵz) |  i  
1
µb J H
h [UB, P̂ ] |  i (10.23)
Here UB is the Breit electron-electron interaction operator. Expression (10.23) was
used in [33] calculating the g-factors of ions by the method of coupled clusters.
In the nonrelativistic limit, it is easy to obtain the well-known expression for the
g-factor [34]
gnr = 1 +
J(J + 1)   L(L+ 1) + S(S + 1)
2J(J + 1)
. (10.24)
For atoms with one s-electron outside the closed shells, gnr = 2.
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10.8 Hyperfine Structure Splitting
In relativistic theory the interaction of the electron with the nucleus is described by






(↵, [µ⇥ r]) =
e
r3





where µ is the magnetic dipole moment of the nucleus, and ↵ are the Dirac matri-
ces, that are the components of the. The correction to the atomic energy due to the
magnetic HFS has the form [36]:





C(FJI) · A(J) , (10.26)
where J is the total moment of the electron system, I is the spin of the nucleus and
F is the total moment, C(FJI) = F (F + 1)   J(J + 1)   I(I + 1) and A(j) is











hJ k T̂ k Jip
J(J + 1)(2J + 1)
(10.27)









Here µB is the Bohr magneton, and Mp is the proton mass. If we measure the
magnetic moment µ in nuclear magnetons, then:





hJ k T̂ k Jip
J(J + 1)(2J + 1)
(a.u.)





hJ k T̂ k Jip
J(J + 1)(2J + 1)
(MHz).
(10.29)
The reduced matrix element hJ k T̂ k Ji can be calculated using wave func-
tions calculated by the DFS method for a fixed value of the projection of the angular
momentum M . For this we use the Eckart-Wigner theorem [35]











The matrix element hJM | T̂ | JMi can be calculated if the single-particle density
matrix Dij is known as:
hJM | T̂ | JMi =
X
i,j
Daµa,bµb(JM) haµa | T̂0 | bµbi , (10.31)
where haµa | T̂0 | bµbi is the single-electron matrix elements of the operator T̂0
(10.25). Single-electron matrix elements can be calculated by the formula:







where (a + b) is an even number and ⌫ = µa   µb and g1(jaµa; jbµb) are the
relativistic Gaunt coefficients. The function F (r), which is included in the expres-
sion for the radial integral, ensures that the Bohr-Weisskopf correction is taken into
account.
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C(Z,↵Z) + xQED + xSQED
 
(10.33)
• EF – Fermi energy
• A(↵Z) – one-electron relativistic factor
•   – correction for distribution of the nuclear charge
• " – correction for distribution of magnetic moment over the nucleus
(Bohr-Weisskopf correction)
• B(↵Z), C(Z,↵Z) – interelectronic interaction corrections
• xQED – one-electron QED correction
• xSQED – screening QED correction
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11 Dirac-Fock-Sturm method for the calculation of
the electronic structure of atoms.
11.1 Outline of the method.
Our calculations were based on the large-scale configuration-interaction Dirac-Fock-
Sturm method that was developed by I. I. Tupitsyn.
First, let us introduce the general scheme of the relativistic calculation of the
electronic structure of atoms (or ions) by the Dirac-Fock-Sturm (DFS) method, that
can also be reprdofuced in a non-relativistic fashion.
1. First, the single-electron wave functions are calculated by the Dirac-Fock
(DF), or Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF), method.
2. Then, for each value of the relativistic quantum number , the Dirac-Sturm
(DS) equations are derived. The set of DF or MCDF orbitals previously ob-
tained for occupied or partially-occupied states is supplemented by virtual
DS orbitals. This set of functions forms the single-electron basis, which is
necessary in order to carry out further calculations using the configuration in-
teraction (CI) method.
3. To take into account the contribution of the negative Dirac spectrum to the av-
erage values of physical quantities and to the transition amplitudes, the basis
is supplemented by the DS orbitals, which are the solutions of the DS equa-
tions corresponding to the negative Dirac spectrum. This leads to a doubling
of the single-electron basis. The basis obtained in this way satisfies the ki-
netic balance condition.
4. In order to construct an orthonormal set of single-electron functions and to
enable the subsequent use of perturbation theory (PT), a transition from the
DS basis to Dirac-Fock-Roothaan orbitals (DFR) takes place. DFR orbitals
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are obtained by solving the equations of the restricted Dirac-Fock-Roothaan
(RDFR) method.
5. If the calculation of the physical quantity described by the Hermitian opera-
tor Â is carried out using the Hellman-Feynman theorem, then the operator
Â, with some multiplier, is included in the Hamiltonian. Thus, the task is
reduced to the calculation for an atom in an external field, which can lead to
a violation of the symmetry of the central field. In this case, the orthonor-
mal single-electron basis is constructed using the unrestricted Dirac-Fock-
Roothaan (UDFR) method.
6. In the next step, using the concept of restricted active space (RAS), a set of
non-relativistic configurations is constructed that are taken into account in
the CI and PT methods. A list of all relativistic configurations is produced,
which corresponds to the set of non-relativistic configurations obtained by
the RAS method. Then, for a fixed value M of the projection of the total
angular momentum, a complete set of the Slater determinants is generated
that corresponds to the list of relativistic configurations. The resulting set
of Slater determinants forms the multi-electron basis used in the CI and PT
methods.
7. In the case of central field symmetry preservation, for each relativistic config-
uration, linear combinations of the Slater determinants are found, which are in
turn eigenfunctions of the square of the angular momentum Ĵ2. These linear
combinations are commonly called ”Configuration State Functions” (CSF).




To implement the configuration interaction (CI) methods and the many-particle per-
turbation theory (PT), it is necessary to first build a basis of single-electron func-
tions. The natural choice for such functions is the populated orbitals of the DF or
MCDF method. The set of these functions must then be supplemented with addi-
tional vacant (virtual) orbitals.








V (i, j), (11.1)
where hD is a one-electron Dirac Hamiltonian
hD = c(↵ · ⇢) + (    1)c
2
+ V (r) (11.2)



























The one-electron functions for the occupied state |ai = |nmi can be calculated
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In the other word, virtual orbitals can, for example, be obtained as the eigen-
functions of an operator ĥDF:
ĥDF = c↵ · p + (    1)c2 + V̂ DF(r) , (11.6)
where V̂ DF(r) is the non-local Dirac-Fock potential. However, the spectrum of the
DF operator includes a continuous spectrum, the contribution of which to the corre-
lation energy can be 60%-70%. In addition, the average radius of the excited bound
states grows rapidly with the increasing principal quantum number n, and therefore
these orbitals are poorly adapted to take into account the correlation effects of the
ground and low-excited states of atoms and ions. One of the ways to eliminate the
states of the continuous spectrum is to ’place’ the atom (or ion) in a spherically sym-
metric ”box” with infinitely high walls of radius Rbox. However, the dimensions of
the ”box” should be large enough so as not to distort busy or partially occupied
states. For neutral atoms, the radius Rbox should be about 20-30 a.u. In this case, to
obtain high-precision data, it is necessary to include on the order of 30-40 radial ba-
sis functions for each value of the relativistic quantum number , leading to a very
large (over 2000) number of single-electron functions. Such a large single-electron
basis cannot reasonably be used in calculations by the CI method taking into ac-
count 3-fold and 4-fold excitations. Here, the Sturm orbital basis is used to give the
virtual states. This basis is devoid of the above disadvantages. The full procedure
for constructing non-relativistic Sturm orbitals is described in [46–48, 48],and one
of its first implementations in the framework of the non-relativistic HF method is
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contained in [50].
As a brief description of the method, one first considers the relativistic or non-
relativistic Fock operator ĥF and the generalized eigenvalue problem for the Sturm
operator ĥS:
ĥS'j =  j W (r)'j , ĥ
S
= ĥF   "0 . (11.7)
- "0 is usually an one-electron energy of one of the valence states.
- 'j are Sturm functions.
When the parameter "0 < 0, the single-electron energy of the HF or DF of one
of the valence states of the atom is usually selected. The weight function W (r)
is positive, and W (r) ! 0 as r ! 1. It is trivially verifiable that all the Sturm
functions 'j(r) have the same exponential asymptotics at infinity:
'j(r) ! Aj e
 
p
 2 "0r, as r ! 1
Therefore the Sturm operator has a purely discrete spectrum. The Sturm functions
form an orthonormal system with weight W (r)
h'i | W | 'ji =  i,j (11.8)
The set of functions {'j} forms a complete set, at least in the non-relativistic case.
The spectrum of the Sturm operator depends on the choice of "0 and the weight
function W (r). If "0 is chosen from one of the eigenvalues of the Fock operator, then
the corresponding Hartree-Fock orbital '0 will be an eigenfunction of the Sturm
operator for  j = 0.This orbital will be referred to as a reference. Here, the set of
Sturm functions was constructed separately for each symmetry, i.e. for each value
of the quantum number l. The typical choice for the weight function is W (r) = 1/r,
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Figure 1: Weight function W (r). Reference orbital - 1s of the H atom.
which leads to the problem of quantisation of charge Z⇤ = Z    j . However, such
a choice of W (r) is inconvenient in relativistic calculations, since it changes the
















If the weight function W (r) tends to a constant value as r ! 0, then the asymptotic
behaviour of the Sturm functions near zero coincides with the asymptotic behavior









Usually, in the calculations herein, n = 2, 3 were chosen and the parameter ↵ de-
fined so as to achieve rapid convergence of the Sturmian expansions. Fig.1, shows
as an example the graph of the weight function W (r) and the reference 1s wave
function of the hydrogen atom. Fig.2 shows the Sturm functions derived from the
1s orbital and the weight fucntion W (r). The Sturm orbitals for  j < 0, are lo-
calised in the region where the weight function W (r) is close to constant. They
approximately coincide with the occupied HF or DF states. Such orbitals are hence
excluded from consideration and, in their place, the HF or DF orbitals are included
in the basis. The relativistic Sturm operator, like the DF operator, has a negative
Dirac spectrum, which corresponds to a value of   of the order  2c2. However,
unlike the DF operator, the negative spectrum of the Sturm operator is discrete, and
the corresponding orbitals decay exponentially with increasing r. Thus, in the non-
relativistic case, the single-electron basis (of dimension M ) was constructed as fol-
lows. The basic functions of the occupied states 'j (j = 1, . . . ,M0) were chosen as
numerical solutions of the HF equations. As virtual states 'j (j = M0 + 1, . . . ,M )
the eigenfunctions of the Sturm operator for  j > 0 were used. In the relativistic
case, the basis doubles due to the addition of the M Sturm orbitals corresponding
to the negative Dirac spectrum. In what follows, the combined relativistic basis of
the DF orbitals and the Sturm functions will be called the Dirac-Sturm (DS) basis.
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Figure 2: Sturm s-functions of the H atom.
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11.3 Building a basis for the Slater determinants using the con-
cept of limited active space.
Herein, the set of all Slater determinants which is included in the expansion of the
multiconfiguration wave function, is obtained by generating all determinants from
a given list of non-relativistic atomic configurations. The list of all non-relativistic
configurations is constructed by considering single, double, triple, and quadruple
excitations from one or more reference configurations. Reference configurations
include those whose atomic terms and wave functions are to be determined. When
generating a list of configurations herein, we used the concept of Restricted Active
Space (RAS), introduced by B.O. Roos (see, for example, [4]). According to this
model, the entire space of single-electron radial wave functions is divided into four
subspaces RAS0, RAS1, RAS2 and RAS3:
1. RAS0 - inactive occupied cores (frozen core). This space includes orbitals
from which excitations are excluded from consideration.
2. RAS1 - occupied cores (closed shells). This space includes orbitals for which
the number of excitations is limited in RAS2 and RAS3 by a given number of
holes Nh
3. RAS2 - active inhabited (valence orbitals). This space includes the valence
orbitals (unfilled shells) and vacant shells whose energies are close to the en-
ergies of the valence shells in the DFS method; these include the DF orbitals
obtained by the single-configuration rational or multiconfiguration DF meth-
ods. The number of excitations from RAS2 to RAS2 and RAS3 is limited by
the number of electrons N2.
4. RAS3 - vacant inhabited (unfilled, highly-excited orbitals). In the DFS method,
the DS orbitals belong to this space. The number of excitations from RAS1
and RAS2 to the vacant shells of RAS3 is limited by the number of electrons
— 29 —
N3.
The method described above generates a list of all non-relativistic configurations
that are included in the calculation using the CI or PT method. In the next stage, a
list of all relativistic configurations corresponding to a given set of non-relativistic
configurations of the atom is constructed. Then, Slater determinants det↵{ i(xj)},
corresponding to a given set of relativistic configurations is generated. The in-
dices ↵ and   will number the various Slater determinants. The Slater determinants
det↵{ i(xj)} are constructed from single-electron functions, which in the central
field approximation are determined by expression (10.5) or (10.6). Moreover, only
those determinants that have a given projection value M of the total angular momen-
tum J are included in the multi-electron basis. Herein, we have created algorithms
and programs that implement the above described procedure for generating Slater
determinants and which are an integral part of the program complex of the DFS
method. Usually, in relativistic and non-relativistic calculations of atoms and ions,
we restrict ourselves to double excitations of core shells from RAS1 (Nh  2),
quadruple excitations of active (valence) shells (N2  4) and double and triple ex-
citations to the space of vacant shells (N3  3). Thus, the list of determinants for a
given value of the projection M can be on the order of 106   108.
11.4 Excluding frozen core occupiers from RAS0.
The complexity of the calculation by the DFS method can be significantly reduced if
we exclude from the calculation the frozen core orbitals assigned to the RAS0 space.
The full wave function in the DFS method is sought in the form of an expansion of
the basis of the Slater determinants:
 (x1, x2, ..., xN) =
X
↵
C↵ det↵{ i(xj)} . (11.11)
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We divide the number of electrons N into the number Nc of frozen core electrons
assigned to the RAS0 space plus the number Nv of remaining electrons, which we
shall conditionally call valence, N = Nc+Nv. Similarly, all single-electron orbitals
{ i(xj)} are divided into core { ci(xj)} and valence { vi (xj)} orbitals. Since no ex-
citations from the RAS0 space are considered, the core Nc electrons are represented




















"P · P̂ . (11.13)
and "P is the parity of the permutation P . A determinant that is composed only of
spanning orbitals, detc{ ci(xj)} is independent of the index ↵. Therefore, the full
wave function can be represented as:




Â c(x1, x2, ..., xNc) · 
v
(xNc+1, ..., xN) , (11.14)
where  c(x1, x2, ..., xNc) is the core Slater determinant, and  v(xNc+1, ..., xN) is

















Thus, the system of electrons and single-electron functions is divided into two
groups: core and valence. Using the group function method [36], for the total
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energy of the system Etot, we obtain:
Etot = h | Ĥ |  i = Ecore + h 
v
| Ĥv |  vi , (11.16)
where the total energy of the core Ecore is determined by the expression:
Ecore = h 
c
























The single-particle core potential V̂ core in expression (11.18) contains the Coulomb
potential V̂ core
coul
and the exchange potential V̂ core
ex



















) u(x, x0)  (x0) ,
(11.19)
where the single-particle density ⇢core(x0) and the single-particle density matrix
















Thus, the problem of calculating the total wave function  (11.11), which depends
on N variables, reduces to determining the valence wave function v (11.15), which
depends only on the coordinates of valence electrons, the number of which Nv can
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be markedly smaller than N . Thus, the dimension of the problem, especially for
heavy atoms, is significantly reduced. The interaction with the frozen core is taken
into account by introducing into the Hamiltonian of valence electrons the single-
particle core potential V̂ core, of which the calculation of the matrix elements is not
difficult.
11.5 Construction of the eigenfunctions of the operator J2.
For the many-electron basis the many-electron wave function ( JMJ) with a total
angular momentum and projection J and MJ and other quantum numbers   is ex-
panded in a terms of a large number of configuration state functions with the same





For each relativistic atomic configuration  ↵(JMJ) are eigenfunctions of J2, Jz










 1(x1)  2(x1) . . .  N(x1)
 1(x2)  2(x2) . . .  N(x2)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 1(xN)  2(xN) . . .  N(xN)
            
(11.22)
So, in the case when the central field symmetry is preserved, we pass from the basis
of the Slater determinants to the basis of the so-called Configuration State Functions
(CSF), which are eigenfunctions of the operator J2. The CSFs  I(JM) are con-
structed separately for each relativistic configuration and are linear combinations
of the Slater determinants detM
↵
{ i(xj)} with a given value of the projection of the
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Here, the index Q numbers the relativistic configurations, and the index I num-
bers the specific CSF. The unknown coefficients AI
↵
(JM) can be found by various
methods, including by adding up moments, design methods, etc. Herein, we used a
simple procedure based on the diagonalization of the matrix J2 of the operator Ĵ2





= h↵ | Ĵ2 |  i , ↵,   2 Q . (11.24)
By diagonalizing such a matrix, we obtain the eigenfunctions of the operator Ĵ2,
corresponding to the values of the total angular momentum J   |M |. As the CSF
basis, we chose our own functions for J = |M |. Note that the AI
↵
(JM) coefficients
were calculated only for one of the group of equivalent configurations. By equiv-
alent configurations, we mean here configurations having the same filling numbers
for the shells and differing from each other only in the main quantum numbers of
the shells.
Calculations of g-factors of Li-like ions.
For the calculations of the g-factors of Li-like ions, we divide the full value of the
g-factor into separate contributions
g = gD + gint + gqed + gnuc , (11.25)
where gD is the g-factor calculated with the Dirac wave functions of the Coulomb
field,  gint is the correction taking into account the electron-electron interaction
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(Coulomb and Breit),  gqed is the contribution of the higher radiation and QED
corrections, and  gnuc is the correction, taking into account the final dimensions
of the core. We perform DFS calculations for different values of the parameter  ,
which was introduced as a factor in front of the interelectron interaction operator.
By numerically differentiating g( ) we obtained the coefficients g(n) of the expan-
sion of the g-factor g( ) in a perturbation theory series. For   = 1 we obtain
g = g(0) + g(1) + g(2) + . . . .




calculated by the DFS method can be compared with the value g(1)
PT
, obtained by the
standard Perturbation Theory (PT) method in a much larger splines basis. When
calculating the correction for the electron-electron interaction  gint one can use a
more accurate value of g(1)
PT
, and obtain higher orders of magnitude PT  gDFS as
follows




Here gDFS is the total g-factor calculated by the DFS method for   = 1. In general,














Here, functions B(↵Z), C(↵Z), and D(↵Z) are applied to define the interelectronic-
interaction correction terms of first, second, and third orders in 1/Z, respectively.
The derivation of the interelectronic-interaction correction in first order in the ex-
pansion parameter 1/Z was considered in detail in Ref. [26]. To perform the accu-
rate calculations this contribution should be divided into two parts, namely, the part
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h cv| I 0(Mvc) | vc i(hv |  V | vi   h c | V | c i)
#
. (11.28)
Here, v and c are the valence and core electron states, respectively, mc denotes
the angular momentum projection of the core electron, Mab= "a   "b,  V (x) =
e↵ · Acl(x) is the interaction operator of the external magnetic field, I(!) =
e2 ↵⇢ ↵  D⇢ (!), D⇢ (!,x   y) is the interaction operator which can be derived
from the exchange of a virtual photon between two electrons. In the latter defini-
tion, the photon propagator is given by




in the Feynman gauge, and its derivative is I 0(!) = dI(!)/d!. The related con-
tribution to the g-factor is defined as  gint =  Eint/µ0Hmv, where µ0 = |e|/2m
is the Bohr magneton and mv is the angular momentum projection of the valence
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electron.
Eq. (11.27) contains sums over intermediate states excluding the valence 2s ref-
erence state. We use a relativistic Sturmian basis set of single-electron wave func-
tions (see the next section for more details) to perform the summation numerically.
In order to saturate these sums, we take into account all virtual orbitals with s and
d symmetries with principal quantum numbers up to 50.
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Table 1: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting for Li Z=3, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
real 3.48137529 0.49323671 919.48533
s-orbitals
40s -6.99402556 -0.88621998 -1652.07954
45s -6.99402558 -0.88621998 -1652.07954
50s -6.99402556 -0.88621998 -1652.07954
d-orbitals
40d 3.60798797 0.49323755 919.48689
45d 3.60798797 0.49323755 919.48689
50d 3.60798796 0.49323755 919.48689
11.6 Li-like elements, Calculation of the 1 photon exchange dia-
grams and virtual orbitals fitting
In this Session we show the procedure of the fitting of the calculation of the 1 photon
exchange diagrams by perturbation theory method to the DFS method for the Li-
like elements with different Z. In general, to obtain the maximum accuracy of higher
order corrections to g-factor and HFS corresponding to the 2-photon exchange and
scattering one should firstly run calculations for the 1-photon exchange diagrams
and then compare them to the results obtained by the perturbation theory. The
results are shown in the Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7,
Table 8,Table 9.
11.7 B-like elements, Li-like elements, Calculation of the 1 pho-
ton exchange diagrams and virtual orbitals fitting.
In this Session we show the procedure of the fitting of the calculation of the 1 photon
exchange diagrams by perturbation theory method to the DFS method for the B-like
elements with different Z. In general, to obtain the maximum accuracy of higher
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Table 2: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting for F, Z=9, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
real 10.50961990 0.16650845 20297.29954
s-orbitals
40s -21.00566444 -0.29807899 -36335.68333
45s -21.00566444 -0.29807899 -36335.68333
50s -21.00566444 -0.29807899 -36335.68333
d-orbitals
40d 10.88939969 0.16651095 20297.60328
45d 10.88939967 0.16651095 20297.60324
50d 10.88939967 0.16651095 20297.60324
Table 3: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting for Si, Z=14, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
real 16.51109399 0.10923139 -10586.61367
s-orbitals
40s -32.73437665 -0.19441604 18842.63752
45s -32.73437665 -0.19441602 18842.63536
50s -32.73437665 -0.19441602 18842.63536
d-orbitals
40d 17.10170720 0.10923529 -10586.99130
45d 17.10170721 0.10923529 -10586.99128
50d 17.10170721 0.10923529 -10586.99129
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Table 4: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting for Ca, Z=20, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z)

























Table 5: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting for Xe, Z=54, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
real orbitals 78.72786629 0.04636356 -361268.34775
s-orbitals
40s -132.09574656 -0.07365508 573925.88886
45s -132.09574656 -0.07365509 573925.93648
50s -132.09574656 -0.07365509 573925.93660
d-orbitals
40d 80.97513052 0.04638082 -361402.80640
45d 80.97513052 0.04638082 -361402.80527
50d 80.97513052 0.04638082 -361402.80527
Table 6: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting for Bi, Z=83, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
real orbitals 157.30515231 0.06963483 -1156722.79423
s-orbitals
40s -219.54450036 -0.10016078 1663797.52523
45s -219.54450036 -0.10016080 1663797.86124
50s -219.54450036 -0.10016080 1663797.85925
d-orbitals
40d 160.57085198 0.06966871 -1157285.59605
45d 160.57085198 0.06966871 -1157285.58718
50d 160.57085198 0.06966871 -1157285.58541
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Table 7: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting to the PT 1-photon exchange calcu-
lations for Ca, Z=20, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
PT -46.0706616 -0.1396643
s orbitals
25s-16d -46.07067092 -0.13966444 32459.68904
30s-16d -46.07065623 -0.13966409 32459.60655
31s-16d -46.07065621 -0.13966418 32459.62786
32s-16d -46.07065621 -0.13966409 32459.60659
33s-16d -46.07065621 -0.13966415 32459.62077
34s-16d -46.07065621 -0.13966411 32459.61013
35s-16d -46.07065621 -0.13966414 32459.61723
36s-16d -46.07065621 -0.13966412 32459.61368
d orbitals
33s-16d -46.07065621 -0.13966415 32459.62077
33s-19d -46.07065595 -0.13966415 32459.62079
33s-20d -46.07065846 -0.13966414 32459.61767
33s-21d -46.07064825 -0.13966418 32459.62636
33s-22d -46.07064958 -0.13966417 32459.62593
33s-23d -46.07064966 -0.13966416 32459.62374
33s-24d -46.07064909 -0.13966416 32459.62396
33s-25d -46.07064975 -0.13966416 32459.62398
33s-26d -46.07064972 -0.13966417 32459.62400
33s-27d -46.07064971 -0.13966417 32459.62401
33s-28d -46.07064971 -0.13966417 32459.62401
33s-29d -46.07064974 -0.13966417 32459.62400
33s-30d -46.07064964 -0.13966416 32459.62394
33s-31d -46.07064965 -0.13966417 32459.62399
s,d random
34s-21d -46.07064825 -0.13966413 32459.61572
34s-24d -46.07064909 -0.13966413 32459.61687
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Table 8: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting to the PT 1-photon exchange calcu-
lations for Si, Z=14, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
PT -32.1437718 -0.1944122
d fitting
33s-16d -32.14376404 -0.19441218 18842.26270
33s-17d -32.14376407 -0.19441218 18842.26268
33s-18d -32.14376409 -0.19441218 18842.26267
33s-19d -32.14376410 -0.19441218 18842.26265
33s-20d -32.14376410 -0.19441218 18842.26265
33s-21d -32.14376410 -0.19441218 18842.26267
33s-22d -32.14376278 -0.19441218 18842.26278
33s-23d -32.14376415 -0.19441218 18842.26291
33s-24d -32.14376360 -0.19441218 18842.26295
33s-25d -32.14376356 -0.19441218 18842.26296
33s-26d -32.14376356 -0.19441218 18842.26296
33s-27d -32.14376354 -0.19441218 18842.26297
33s-28d -32.14376352 -0.19441218 18842.26298
33s-29d -32.14376356 -0.19441218 18842.26297
33s-30d -32.14376340 -0.19441218 18842.26296
33s-31d -32.14376344 -0.19441218 18842.26296
33s-32d -32.14376344 -0.19441218 18842.26308
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Table 9: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting to the PT 1-photon exchange calcu-
lations for Bi Z=83, Li-like ions
configuration g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
PT -216.2788605
s fitting
20s-15d -216.27199791 -0.09991762 1659758.34765
30s-16d -216.28657368 -0.10013322 1663339.79504
31s-16d -216.28657966 -0.10014557 1663544.87859
32s-16d -216.28659159 -0.10013409 1663354.27336
34s-16d -216.28660430 -0.10013681 1663399.41165
35s-16d -216.28660680 -0.10014405 1663519.70212
d fitting
33s-16d -216.28659559 -0.10014401 1663519.05602
33s-17d -216.28696505 -0.10014366 1663513.19505
33s-18d -216.28659158 -0.10014376 1663514.81484
33s-19d -216.30078597 -0.10013214 1663321.76109
33s-20d -216.27828962 -0.10015039 1663624.95882
33s-21d -216.27873073 -0.10015000 1663618.56214
33s-22d -216.27875518 -0.10014997 1663618.04881
33s-23d -216.27875696 -0.10014997 1663618.02509
33s-24d -216.27875797 -0.10014994 1663617.44261
33s-25d -216.27875711 -0.10014997 1663617.94596
33s-26d -216.27875711 -0.10014997 1663617.97655
33s-27d -216.27875712 -0.10014997 1663617.99074
33s-28d -216.27875711 -0.10014997 1663617.99362
33s-29d -216.27875711 -0.10014996 1663617.87415
33s-30d -216.27875710 -0.10014998 1663618.08826
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order corrections to g-factor and HFS corresponding to the 2-photon exchange and
scattering one should firstly run calculations for the 1-photon exchange diagrams
and then compare them to the results obtained by the perturbation theory. Compared
to the Li-like calculations with 3 electrons in B-like systems we have to take into
account all exchanges and interelectronic interactions for 5 electrons. The results
are shown in the Table 10, Table 11.
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Table 10: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting to the PT 1-photon exchange cal-
culations for Ca, Z=20, B-like ions



































Table 11: G-factor and HFS virtual orbits fitting to the PT 1-photon exchange cal-
culations for B-like ions in one table
Element g-factor HFS, Fc(Z) HFS, (Mhz)
Li, Z=3
PT 10.873707177 -1.905478645
PW 10.87371255 -1.90547880 -1184.05610
Si, Z=14
PT 51.055844715 -0.420237136
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12 Single-Particle Nonlocal Potential to Take into
Account Quantum-Electrodynamic Corrections
A new single-particle effective potential is proposed. This potential allows one to
take into account quantum-electrodynamic (QED) corrections in relativistic calcu-
lations of many-electron ions and neutral atoms. In particular, it can be used in the
Dirac–Fock (DF) method, the relativistic density functional, the multi-configuration
DF method, and the relativistic method of superposition of configurations. The po-
tential is constructed without fitting parameters. Self-energy corrections have been
calculated for a number of neutral alkali atoms and Li-like ions to check the quality
of the nonlocal potential proposed. Comparison with the data in the literature on the
QED corrections obtained in non empirical calculations based on the use of QED
perturbation theory is performed
12.1 Introduction
The accuracy of experimental and theoretical atomic and molecular spectroscopic
data has increased so much in the last decades that it has become urgent to take into
account the radiativequantum-electrodynamic (QED) corrections in calculations of
the electronic structure of atoms and molecules. It is especially important to con-
sider QED corrections when calculating the energies and probabilities of transitions
with participation of core electrons,for example, for radiative X-ray and nonradia-
tive Auger transitions. QED corrections can also play an important role in cal-
culations of the energies of optical transitions and ionization potentials of valence
electrons for heavy and super heavy neutral atoms and ions.
Non empirical calculations of radiative corrections based on the use of the QED
perturbation theory for many-electron systems are extremely cumbersome and time-
consuming. To date, these high-accuracy non empirical calculations can be per-
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formed for only hydrogen-like ions and for multiply charged ions and light atoms
with a small number of electrons. In this context, it is an urgent problem to con-
struct an approximate radiative single-particle potential, addition of which to the
many-electron Hamiltonian of the system would make it possible to take into ac-
count QED corrections in such methods for calculating the electronic structure
of atoms and molecules as the Dirac–Fock (DF) method, the density functional
method, and more complex methods that take into account the electronic corre-
lation (multiconfiguration DF method, method of superposition of configurations,
and coupled-cluster method). To date, many attempts have been made to take into
account QED corrections in calculations of the electric structure of atoms using dif-
ferent interpolation schemes for corrections to total energies and transition energies
(see, for example, [1–6]). In addition,various local radiative potentials have been
proposed(see, for example, [7, 9–14]), which can be added to the Hamiltonian of
the system to take into consideration QED corrections. The dominant contributions
to a QED correction are vacuum polarization and self-energy. The contribution of
vacuum polarization can be taken into account with high accuracy by adding a lo-
cal Uehling potential [15] to the Hamiltonian. Therefore, were stricted ourselves to
only the self-energy correction(  ESE). The purpose of this study was to construct
a nonlocal radiative potential in order to take into consideration correction  ESE.
Having chosen some local radiative potential as a starting one, we build a nonlo-
cal potential, such that its addition to the hydrogen-like Dirac Hamiltonian shifts
energies  "SE
i
of all states under consideration exactly by the value of self-energy
correction  "SE
i
for a hydrogen like ion. We chose the radiative potential proposed
in [14] as a starting local potential. Corrections  "SE
i
for H-like ions were taken
from [16, 17]. The self-energy shift of the energy levels in a hydrogen-like ion is
proportional Z4/n3, where Z is thenucleus charge and n is the principal quantum
number. Therefore, correction  ESE is often expressed in terms of dimensionless
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Here, ↵ is the fine-structure constant, m is the electron mass, and c is the speed
of light. This paper is organized as follows. Different versions of effective local po-
tentials, which could be used as starting ones when constructing a nonlocal radiative
potential, are enumerated in Section 12.2. The way to construct the nonlocal radia-
tive potential proposed in this study is described in Section 12.3. Calculations of
the self-energy corrections for the ionization potentials of some neutral atoms and
some Li-like ions are reported in Section 12.4, which also contains a discussion of
the results obtained. Instead of the relativistic system of units, which is natural for
quantum electrodynamics, we used the atomic system of units (~ = e = m = 1),
because the radiative potential is applied in the calculations of electronic structure,
where this system of units is conventional.
12.2 Effective Local Radiative Potential.
Below, we enumerate the local radiative potentials (known to us) that could be used
as starting ones to construct the nonlocal effective potential proposed here. A de-
tailed analysis of different local radiative potentials can also be found in [7, 8].
1. The following simple expression for the radiative local potential was pro-








2. Bethe [10] expressed the self-energy correction in terms of the electron den-
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where Kn0 is the so-called Bethe logarithm [18]. This potential can be used
in non relativistic calculations of self-energy correction ESE for the s states
of light atoms.













4. A radiative potential proportional to nucleus potential Vrnucl(r) (formed by a










0 r > Rn ,
(12.5)
where Rn is the radius of spherical nucleus and V0 is afitting parameter.





6. A Gaussian like radiative potential was alsoused in [7] to take into account
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the self-energy correction:




where fitting parameters B and   were determined formany elements of the
periodic table.
7. A more complex local radiative potential for taking into account the self-
energy QED correction was proposed in [14] ; later, it was used in calculations
of the electronic structure of many-electron atoms[19, 20]. Specifically this
potential was used in this study as a starting one to construct the nonlocal
potential; therefore, we will consider this potential in more detail.
According to [21], the self-energy part of the total radiative potential can be
divided into three parts.
 rad(r) =  mag(r) +  hf(r) +  lf(r) (12.8)
The first part,  mag(r), which is referred to as the magnetic form factor, can






















where vector quantity ↵ and scalar quantity   are standard Dirac matrices.
The addition of this potential to the relativistic central-field Hamiltonian is
















where K1 is a modified Bessel function [22]. Radial magnetic potential
Vmag(r) transposes the large and small components of the two-component
Dirac radial wave function.
The second  hf(r) and third  hf(r) terms in expression (12.8) are, respec-
tively, the high- and low-frequency parts of the electric form factor. High-
frequency part  hf(r) of the electric form factor, according to [14] , is deter-
mined by the expression

































The function A(Z, r) has the form
A(Z, r) = (1.071 1.976 x2 2.128 x3+0.169 x4)
r
r + 0.07↵3Z2
, x = ↵ (Z 80) ,
(12.13)
where the numerical coefficients were obtained by fitting the values of high-
frequency corrections to theenergies of the s  states of hydrogen-like ions
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using the data of [17].









where ⇢ = 2r/↵, K0 is a modified Bessel function [22], Ki2 is a double













ln(t2   1) . (12.15)
Low-energy part  lf(r) of the radiative potential in [14] was approximated by
the expression.
 lf(r) = B(Z)Z
4 ↵3 e Zr . (12.16)
where B(z) = 0.074 + 0.35↵Z.
12.3 Nonlocal Radiative Potential
Let us assume that there is some local or nonlocal single-particle potential V̂ , addi-
tion of which to the Hamiltonian of a many-electron system allows one to take into
account QED corrections. The basic concept of the construction of a nonlocal ra-
diative potential is that any single-particle Hermitian potential V̂ can approximately
be replaced with finite-dimensional V̂sep (separable) Hermitian potential as follows
V̂ ' V̂sep =
X
k,j





hV̂  j | , (12.17)
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where
Gkj = h k | V |  ji, (12.18)
It is easy to verify that the result of the action of potential V̂sep on set of functions
 j coincides with the result of the action of initial potential V̂ on the same function:







V̂  k = V̂  i . (12.19)
Let us assume that there is some local or nonlocal single-particle potential V̂SE,
the addition of which to the Hamiltonian of a many-electron system allows one to
take into account the self-energy correction.The expectation value of this potential,
calculated on the wave functions of H-like ions,  (0)
i
, can be considered equal to
self-energy corrections of hydrogen-like ions  "SE
i
(the values of the latter can be
found in the literature for practically all chemical elements):
h (0)
i






Let us set some local potential Vloc approximating radiative potential. Having used
representation (12.17) for local potential Vloc, one can replace radiative potential
with a separable potential in form (12.17). In this case, the expectation values of
potentials V̂sep and Vloc calculated on functions  
(0)
i
will be the same and, at the
same time, differ from the expectation value of potential V̂SE. We can refine the
representation of the radiative potential in the form of a Hermitian separable poten-
tial by introducing diagonal matrix ⇤ into representation (12.17), i.e., search for the
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where the matrix elements of matrix G are equal to the matrix elements of local
potential Vloc in the basis of hydrogen-like functions
Gkj = h 
(0)
k




Matrix elements  ii of diagonal matrix ⇤ can be found from condition (12.20) by
equating the diagonal matrix elements of potential to self energy corrections for
hydrogen-like ions  "SE
i

















































Separable potential has the following property: the expectation value of this opera-
tor calculated with hydrogen-like wave functions exactly coincide with self-energy
corrections for H-like ions. Nonlocal potential (12.25), along with the Uehling po-
tential, can be added to the many-electron relativistic Dirac–Coulomb–Breit Hamil-
tonian to take into account the radiative corrections in calculations of the electronic
structure of multiply charged ions and neutral atoms. The matrix elements of nonlo-
cal operator (12.25) can easily be calculated in methods applying a finite basis set.
However, in DF and other methods,where integrodifferential equations are solved
using grid techniques, the large nonlocal part of the total potential may lead to
divergences during the self-consistency procedure. Therefore, it is desirable to “at-
tenuate” the nonlocality of potential (12.25). This can be done by adding the local
potential Vloc and substracting representation Vloc in the form of separable potential
(12.17) on the right hand side of equality (12.25). Thus,we can rewrite expression
(12.25) for radiative potential in the form
V̂SE = Vloc +
X
k,j



























The expression for matrix elements Dkj was supplemented with small corrections
 k for the following reason. When potential (12.27) is added to the Hamiltonian of a
hydrogen-like ion, the energy shifts will differ from self-energy corrections, because
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the wave functions change as a result of adding the potential. Being a second-order
effect, this shift is insignificant.
Nevertheless, this effect can be taken into account by adding small corrections
 k to the mean of local potential Gkk. The  k value can be found iteratively by
solving the Dirac equation for hydrogen-like ions, based on the following require-
ment: addition of potential (12.27) should result in an energy shift equal to known
self-energy corrections  "SE
k
for H-like ions. Note that, in central-field problems,
the angular parts of potential V̂SE are readily separated and one can easily pass from
the operator in the general form to a radial potential,which (as well as the initial
potential) does not mix states with different values of relativistic quantum number
.
12.4 Results and Discussion





j hydrogen-like wave functions and f all s-, p-, and d- states with prin-
cipal quantum numbers n not more than n = 5 in the sum over k and j. Self-energy
corrections for hydrogen-like ions with a point nucleus for the 1s, 2s, 2p1/2, and
2p3/2 states were taken from [16]. For other s-, p-, and d- states with quantum num-
bers n = 3, 4, 5, we used the data of [17] and the interpolation schemes described
in [23]. Radiative potential  rad (see([14])) was applied as local starting potential
Vloc
To check the quality of the proposed nonlocal potential, we calculated the self-
energy correction for the ionization potentials of a number of neutral alkali atoms
and several Li-like ions. The calculation was performed on the basis of the single-
configuration DFmethod and the Dirac–Fock–Slater (DFS) methodusing modified
versions of the Hartree–Bock–Dirac(HFD) program [24].
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dr⇢(r) = N (12.29)
where ⇢(r) is the total radial electron density normalized to number of electrons
N . The value of coefficient x↵ = 1 corresponds to the Slater exchange potential
[25], and the value x↵ = 2/3 corresponds to the Kohn–Sham potential [26]. The
irregular asymptotics of these potentials at large distances was correlated using the
Latter correction [27]. We used precisely this self-action correction to compare
our data with the results of non empirical calculations of QED corrections [28, 29]
based on the local exchange potential (12.29).
Note that the DF and DFS calculations of the contributions of QED corrections
can be performed indifferent approximations. The simplest way to do this is to
calculate the mean of the radiative potential using the single-electron DF and DFS
functions. In the second and third approaches, it is necessary to perform calcula-
tions for an atom or ion including radiative potential V̂SE in the self-consistency
procedure and neglecting it. In the second approach, one uses the difference in
single-electron energies. The third approach, in which QED corrections are deter-
mined as the differences in the corresponding total energies, is most logical. Our
experience shows that these three calculation techniques may yield significantly dif-
ferent results. In this study, we used different versions to calculate the contributions
of QED corrections, depending on the calculation results with which our data were
compared.
Table 12 contains the calculated self-energy corrections for neutral alkali atoms.
DFS data (columns 3–6) were obtained for different values of the parameter x↵.
These data were found as expectation values of the nonlocal radiative potential
(12.27), because specifically this technique for calculating the self-energy correc-
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Table 12: Self-energy corrections F(Z↵) to the energies of valence lev-
els in alkali atoms. PW (present work).
DFS DFS DFS DFS DF
x↵ = 0 x↵ = 1/3 x↵ = 2/3 x↵ = 1
Li 2s1/2 PW 1.64 1.53 1.47 1.52 1.17
1.56a 1.49a 1.44a 1.51a 1.13b
Na 3s1/2 PW 0.173 0.170 0.185 0.225 0.156
0.169a 0.167a 0.181a 0.223a 0.155b
K 4s1/2 PW 0.0729 0.0729 0.0832 0.110 0.0732
0.0720a 0.0721a 0.0829a 0.110a 0.0719b
Rb 5s1/2 PW 0.0230 0.0238 0.0285 0.0398 0.0264
0.0228a 0.0236a 0.0283a 0.0396a 0.0244b
Cs 6s1/2 PW 0.0127 0.0133 0.0164 0.0237 0.0159
0.0126a 0.0132a 0.0162a 0.0235a 0.0151b
Fr 7s1/2 PW 0.0070 0.0077 0.0101 0.0154 0.0115
0.0068a 0.0075a 0.0098a 0.0150a 0.0107b
a - from [28]
b - from [30]
tions corresponds to the results of [28]. As can be seen in the table, the data that we
obtained are in very good agreement with the results of [28]. Our data obtained by
the DF method are also in good agreement with the results of [30] (Table 12, column
7). In this case, the self-energy corrections were also calculated as the expectation
values of nonlocal radiative potential V̂SE (12.27) with DF wave functions. All data
in Table 12 are presented in terms of dimensionless function F (↵Z) (12.1).
The results of calculating the self-energy correction for the 2s-, 2p1/2- and 2p3/2-
states of Li-like ions are listed in Table refLi-like. The table contains corrections
caused by screening rather than directly QED contributions. These screening cor-
rections were determined as differences in the self-energy contributions to the en-
ergy levels of Li-like ions and the corresponding contributions to the energies of
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Table 13: Screening corrections to the contributions of self-energy to
the ionization potentials of Li-like ions (in eV).
Z Level DFSa DF [29]
Ca 20 2s1/2 -0.0430 -0.0453 -0.0444
Sn 50 2s1/2 -0.463 -0.484 -0.478
Bi 83 2s1/2 -2.18 -2.25 -2.32
Ca 20 2p1/2 -0.0078 -0.0085 -0.0083
Sn 50 2p1/2 -0.109 -0.115 -0.124
Bi 83 2p1/2 -0.979 -0.948 -1.069
Ca 20 2p3/2 -0.0109 -0.0117 -0.0126
Sn 50 2p3/2 -0.137 -0.145 -0.160
Bi 83 2p3/2 -0.625 -0.653 -0.752
a - Calculated with x↵ = 2/3.
hydrogen-like ions. Our data, which are listed in columns 3 and 4 of Table 13, were
obtained by the DFS method with parameter x↵ = 2/3 and by the DF method, re-
spectively. The self-energy corrections were calculated as the differences between
the total energies, taking into account radiative potential V̂SE (12.27) and disregard-
ing it. Consideration of radiative potential V̂SE means that it was involved in the
self-consistency procedure. The data obtained can be compared with the results of
[29] (the last column of the table). On the whole, there is good agreement between
the data obtained by different methods,despite the fact that, in [29], in contrast to our
study, the electron–electron interaction was taken into account in the calculations of
QED corrections based on the 1/Z perturbation theory
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12.5 Conclusion
We proposed a new nonlocal single-particle potential to take into account the self-
energy radiative corrections in calculations of the electric structure of many-electron
ions and neutral atoms. A specific feature of this potential is that its addition to the
Hamiltonian of a hydrogen-like ion causes shifts in the single-electron energies by
values exactly coinciding with the self-energy corrections for H-like ions. The thus
constructed nonlocal potential was used to calculate the self-energy corrections for
a number of alkali atoms and Li-like ions by the single-configuration DF method
and the DFS method. Furthermore, we plan to use the nonlocal potential proposed
in this study, along with the Uehling potential [15] (which makes it possible to take
into account the contribution of vacuum polarization), to calculate the electronic
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13 Hyperfine structure of laser-cooling transitions in
fermionic Erbium-167
We have measured and analyzed the hyperfine structure of two lines, one at 583 nm
and one at 401 nm, of the only stable fermionic isotope of atomic erbium as well as
determined its isotope shift relative to the four most-abundant bosonic isotopes. Our
work focuses on the J ! J + 1 laser cooling transitions from the [Xe]4f126s2(3H6)
ground state to two levels of the excited [Xe]4f126s6p configuration, which are of
major interest for experiments on quantum degenerate dipolar Fermi gases. From
a fit to the observed spectra of the strong optical transition at 401 nm we find that
the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole hyperfine constants for the excited state
are Ae/h =  100.1(3)MHz and Be/h =  3079(30)MHz, respectively. The hy-
perfine spectrum of the narrow transition at 583 nm, was previously observed and
accurate Ae and Be coefficients are available. A simulated spectrum based on these
coefficients agrees well with our measurements. We have also determined the hy-
perfine constants using relativistic configuration-interaction ab-initio calculations.
The agreement between the ab initio and fitted data for the ground state is better
than 0.1% , while for the two excited states the agreement is 1% and 11% for the
Ae and Be constants, respectively.
13.1 Introduction
The field of ultracold quantum gases has historically heavily relied on alkali-metal
atoms. Only recently, the use of non-alkali-metal atoms has gained attention as a
means to explore fascinating quantum phases of matter that are not accessible with
alkali-metal species. Species with multiple unpaired valence electrons have rich
atomic energy spectra and exhibit various types of coupling between the electronic
angular momentum J and the nuclear spin I of the atom. For instance, fermionic
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alkaline-earth-metal atoms have J =0 and I 6=0 and the electronic and nuclear an-
gular momenta decouple. This decoupling is at the center of proposals for efficient
quantum simulation [1–3] and quantum magnetism [4–7]. Recently, degenerate
Bose and Fermi gases of Ca [8], Sr [9–11], and the alkaline-earth-metal-like Yb
atoms [12, 13] have been realized.
Lanthanides with submerged 4f-shell electrons are a novel class of atoms that at-
tract attention in the field of ultracold quantum physics. Lanthanide atoms can have
an exceptionally large electronic angular momentum J resulting from the alignment
of the angular momenta of the submerged electrons. Consequently, these species
can have strong magnetic moments µ as large as 10µB, where µB is the Bohr mag-
neton. The mutual interaction is dominated by long-range magnetic dipole-dipole
forces. Their dipolar character can be one hundred times larger than that for alkali-
metal atoms. This key property makes lanthanides prime candidates for the study
of atomic dipolar physics [14–16]. Dy [17, 18] and Er [19], with µ = 10µB and
7µB, respectively, have been recently brought to quantum degeneracy while others
are under investigation [20–22].
The success of quantum-degenerate-gas experiments relies on a precise under-
standing of the atomic properties, such as energy levels, hyperfine structures, and
atomic polarizabilities. However, for unconventional atomic species, such as lan-
thanides, the available knowledge is in many instances insufficient for laser cooling
and trapping purposes. Therefore, dedicated experiments need to be conducted en
route to quantum degeneracy [21, 23–25].
In this paper, we present a combined experimental and theoretical investiga-
tion of the hyperfine structure of the only stable fermionic erbium isotope, 167Er.
In particular, we obtain the magnetic dipole, A, and electric quadrupole, B, hy-
perfine structure constants for the ground and two electronically excited states of
167 Er, which are relevant for laser cooling experiments [23, 26]. The two elec-
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tronic excited states investigated are the one at a wavelength of 582.67 nm (cor-
responding to photon energy E/(hc) = 17157.307 cm 1) and one at 400.796 nm
(E/(hc) = 24943.272 cm 1) from the ground state [27]. Here h is Planck’s con-
stant and c is the speed of light. In addition to the study of the hyperfine con-
stants, we also obtained the isotope shift of 167Er relative to the most-abundant
bosonic isotopes. Our work provides important information for future experiments
on quantum-degenerate Fermi gases of strongly dipolar Er atoms.
In a previous work, we used the optical transitions at about 401 nm and 583 nm
for Zeeman slowing (ZS) and magneto-optical trapping (MOT) applications [26].
We demonstrated efficient laser cooling for five Er isotopes, including the fermionic
one. However, the realization of a MOT of fermionic Er isotope was challenging
since only the hyperfine structure of the ground and the 583 nm-excited state were
known [28, 29], while the one of the state at 401 nm was unknown prior to this
work. To operate the Zeeman slower and the transversal cooling stage we had in
fact to proceed empirically and try different locking points for the light at 401 nm
before being able to produce a MOT of Fermions.
Figure 3 shows the atomic level scheme of Er. The electronic ground state
belongs to the [Xe]4f126s2 configuration and has a large orbital angular momentum
quantum number L = 5 (H state) and a total electronic angular momentum quantum
number J = 6. The excited states at 401 nm and 583 nm belong to the [Xe]4f126s6p
configuration and have singlet 1P1 and triplet 3P1 character for the outer two valence
electrons, respectively. Both excited states have a total electron angular momentum
J = 7.
Erbium has six stable isotopes with natural abundance being 33.6 % for 166Er,
26.8 % for 168Er, 23.0 % for 167Er , 14.9 % for 170Er, 1.61 % for 164Er, and 0.14 %
for 162Er. 167Er is the only stable fermonic isotope. The bosonic isotopes have zero
nuclear spin (I = 0) while the fermonic one has I = 7/2 and shows hyperfine
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structure. All three electronic states of 167Er have eight hyperfine levels ranging
from F = J   7/2 to F = J + 7/2, where F = J + I .
13.2 Atomic spectroscopy
We measure the hyperfine structure of the 167Er isotope using modulation-transfer
spectroscopy [31]. The spectroscopy is performed on an atomic Er vapor created
with a hollow cathode discharge lamp (HCL). The HCL, based on a sputtering pro-
cess, has the advantage of providing atomic vapors without the need of a high-
temperature atomic source.
We use a commercially available HCL, which is filled with an argon gas at a
fixed pressure of 4mbar [32]. By applying a high voltage on the electrodes, the
argon gas is ionized and accelerated into the center of the Er-coated cathode. When
hitting the surface the kinetic energy of the Ar-ions is high enough to free neutral
erbium atoms by sputtering processes [33]. We typically operate the HCL with a
voltage of 110V, giving a discharge current of 9.2mA.
We perform a Doppler-free modulation-transfer spectroscopy in the HCL [34,
35]. The laser beam is split into a pump and a probe beam, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
The pump light is modulated with an electro-optical modulator (EOM) driven by a
local oscillator (LO) at a frequency of 14.2MHz and with a power of 23 dBm [36].
A four-wave mixing process transfers the sidebands from the modulated pump beam
onto the counter-propagating probe beam [37]. We acquire the spectroscopy signal
by mixing the LO signal with the probe beam signal detected by a photodiode (PD).
By setting the LO and the signal either in-phase or shifted by ⇡, one can obtain
a signal proportional to the dispersion or to the absorption of the atomic sample,
respectively. In our setup we use the dispersion signal.
In a first set of experiments, we measure the hyperfine structure and the isotope
shift of the excited state at 401 nm, with a natural linewidth of 2⇡ ⇥ 29.7(5)MHz
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[38–40]. A frequency-doubled diode laser is used for the spectroscopy. Figure 4(b)
shows the dispersive spectroscopy signal for this transition. The signal is averaged
over 16 scans with a scanning speed of 2.4GHz/s [41].
Our measurement reveals the full hyperfine structure for the fermionic 167Er.
The discussion and the assignment of the observed spectral features are given in
Sec. 13.3. In addition, we determine the isotope shifts for the bosonic isotopes rel-
ative to 166Er. We measure a shift of  1681(14)MHz for 170Er,  840(14)MHz for
168Er, and +849(17)MHz for 164Er, which is in good agreement with Ref. [42]. The
linewidths are extracted by fitting the derivative of a Lorentzian curve to the data.
This gives an averaged value of 2⇡ ⇥ 88(8)MHz, corresponding to about three
times the natural linewidth. This broadening of the transition can be explained as
a combined effect of collisional and power broadening. For a number density of
about 1017 cm 3 and an argon background pressure of 4mbar, we calculate a colli-
sional broadening of 2⇡ ⇥ 8.2MHz. Considering a total intensity of the pump and
probe beams of I = 250mW/cm2, we estimate a power broadening of a factor of
p
1 + I /I0 = 2.3 with I0 = 60.3mW/cm2 being the saturation intensity. Com-
bining the two contributions, we estimate a broadened linewidth of 2⇡ ⇥ 81MHz,
which is in agreement with the observed value.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Energy levels of atomic Er up to E/(hc) = 25000 cm 1 for
different electronic angular momentum quantum numbers J [27, 30]. States with
odd (even) parity are indicated by black (red) horizontal lines. The two relevant
laser-cooling transitions at 401 nm and 583 nm are indicated by arrows.
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In a second set of measurements, we focus on the hyperfine structure of the
excited state at 583 nm, with a linewidth of 2⇡⇥ 186 kHz [43]. The spectroscopy is
performed with a dye laser, which is frequency-stabilized to an ultra-low expansion
cavity within 30 kHz [26]. We use a spectroscopy setup similar to the one described
above for the 401 nm transition. Figure 4(c) shows the corresponding spectroscopy
signal.
Despite the narrow-line nature of the transition, we could observe five features
related to the hyperfine structure of the fermionic isotope and three features for the
bosonic ones. The discussion of the hyperfine structure is given in Sec. 13.3. We
measure an isotope shift of  975(15)MHz for 168Er and  1966(14)MHz for 170Er
relative to 166Er, respectively. These values are in good agreement with Ref. [29].
For this transition, we extract an averaged value for the linewidth of 2⇡ ⇥
23(5)MHz, corresponding to about 120 times the natural linewidth. This large
broadening can again be explained in term of collisional and power broadening.
Considering the saturation intensity of I0 = 0.13mW/cm2 and our total inten-
sity of I = 1.3 ⇥ 103mW/cm2, we calculate a power broadening of a factor of
100. Adding the effect of collisional broadening, we obtain an overall linewidth
of 2⇡ ⇥ 19.3MHz, which is in agreement with the measured value. Because of
this large broadening, we could operate the modulation-transfer spectroscopy at the
same LO frequency as the one used for the 401 nm transition.
13.3 Analysis of hyperfine structure
In this section we describe our fitting procedure to the observed spectra of the five
most abundant Er isotopes and we present the resulting hyperfine-structure con-
stants Ae and Be for 167Er. The bosonic features are easily assigned as shown in
Fig. 4. The remaining weaker features, which sometimes overlap with those from
















Figure 4: (Color online) Modulation transfer spectroscopy of Er for the 401 nm and
583 nm transitions. (a) Laser setup for spectroscopy on a hollow cathode discharge
lamp (HCL); see text. The pump (probe) light has a power of 3.3mW (0.6mW)
for the 401 nm transition and 20mW (1mW) for the 583 nm transition. (b), (c)
Obtained spectroscopy signals for the 401 nm and the 583 nm transitions of dif-
ferent isotopes. Signals related to the hyperfine structure of 167Er are indicated by
arrows. The relative amplitudes of the observed signals reflect the natural isotope
abundances.
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Figure 5: (Color online) Spectroscopy signal and hyperfine assignment of the 401
nm transition of the fermionic 167Er. The black solid line is the recorded line. The
red line is a simulated line shape obtained using a nonlinear fit to the line positions
and a linewidth of  /(2⇡) = 90MHz. The simulated line shape is a sum of the first
derivative of several Lorentzians, one for each hyperfine transition, whose relative
strength is given by a theoretical estimate of the line strength. We scaled the overall
size of the simulated lineshape to fit to the experiment. The assignment of the
P-branch transitions (Fg ! Fe = Fg + 1) is shown by vertical lines and pairs
(Fg, Fe). The hyperfine coefficients of the excited state are Ae/h =  100.1MHz
and Be/h =  3079MHz.
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Figure 6: (Color online) Spectroscopy signal and hyperfine assignment of the
583 nm transition of the fermionic 167Er. The solid black line is the experimen-
tal spectrum while the red line is a simulated line shape using a linewidth of
 /(2⇡) = 20MHz. The P-branch transitions (Fg ! Fe = Fg + 1) are assigned by
pairs (Fg, Fe). Three P-branch resonances and several Q-branch (Fg ! Fe = Fg)
resonances are predicted to lie outside of the measurement range. The simulated
line-shape is a sum of the first derivative of several Lorentzians, one for each hyper-
fine transition, whose relative strength is given by a theoretical estimate of the line
strength. We scaled the overall size of the simulated line shape to fit to the experi-
ment. The hyperfine coefficients of the excited state are Ae/h =  172.7MHz and
Be/h =  4457.2MHz.
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We start with the definition of the transition energies between the ground and an
excited state of 167Er including hyperfine interactions [44]
~!FeFg =  167 + ~!166 + Ee(Fe, Je, I)  Eg(Fg, Jg, I) , (13.1)
where  167 is the 167Er isotope shift relative to the transition energy ~!166 of the
bosonic 166Er atom, the most abundant isotope, and Ee(Fe, Je, I) and Eg(Fg, Jg, I)
are hyperfine energies of the excited and ground state, respectively. The quantum
numbers Fi and Ji with i = e or g are the total atomic and electronic angular
momentum of the excited and ground state, respectively, and








3Ci(Ci + 1)  4I(I + 1)Ji(Ji + 1)
2I(2I   1)2Ji(2Ji   1)
,
where Ci = Fi(Fi + 1)   Ji(Ji + 1)   I(I + 1). Finally, the transition energies
 A + ~!166 define the isotope shift for bosonic Er isotopes with atomic number A.
In addition to the resonance positions, we can calculate the line shape of the







L(!   !FeFg ,  ) (13.3)
as a function of laser frequency !, where the sum is over all (Fg, Fe) hyperfine
lines, and L(!,  ) is a Lorentzian centered around zero with linewidth   [45]. Con-
sequently, for an isolated line the resonance occurs when the signal is zero. The
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where the Mi are magnetic quantum numbers, d1q is the electric dipole-moment
operator, and we have assumed equal population for all hyperfine states FeMe of
the electronic excited state. Finally, F̂ = 2F + 1, ( ···
···
) is a six-j symbol, and
hJg||d||Jei is a reduced dipole matrix element independent of Fg and Fe.
We use a nonlinear least-squares fit to the experimental spectra to determine the
hyperfine constants and isotope shift  167 of the excited states. The fit is based on
six resolved hyperfine features for the 401 nm line and five resolved features for
the narrow 583 nm line. In our analysis, we hold the hyperfine constants for the
ground state to the literature values of Ag/h =  120.487(1) MHz and Bg/h =
 4552.984(10) MHz [28], which have significantly lower uncertainties than those
for the excited states.
Figure 5 and 6 are the results of our fit for the 401 nm and 583 nm line, respec-
tively. We observe remarkable agreements between the simulated and experimental
spectra. For the excited 401 nm level, we extract the best value for the hyper-
fine coefficients to be Ae/h =  100.1(3)MHz and Be/h =  3079(30)MHz.
Using these coefficients and those for the ground state, we obtain resonance po-
sitions that agree to better than 11 MHz with the experimental values. For the
excited 583 nm level, we fit the line shape of the spectral features while the reso-
nance positions are calculated by using the hyperfine constants of the excited states,
Ae/h =  172.7MHz and Be/h =  4457.2MHz, from Ref. [29]. We note that
the additional structure in the experimental data, which is not fitting to the theoreti-
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Figure 7: (color online). Isotope shifts for the 583 nm and 401 nm lines of the
isotopes 164Er up to 170Er as a function of mass number where the transition energy
for the bosonic isotope 166Er is taken as energy reference. The isotope shift of the
bosonic isotopes falls on a single straight line, with the isotope shift of the center
of gravity of the fermionic 167Er isotope, green cross and green square, is slightly
displaced from this linear dependence.
cal curve, originates from a slightly misadjusted phase of the local oscillator in the
spectroscopy setup. Table 14 compares the theoretical and experimental hyperfine
energies  167 + Ee(Fe, Je, I) + Ee(Fg, Jg, I) for the 583 nm and 401 nm transi-
tions in 167Er and lists the corresponding quantum numbers of Fg and Fe. Table 15
and Fig. 7 show the resulting isotope shifts  A as a function of the mass number A
relative to the energy of the 166Er isotope.
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Table 14: The observed and calculated hyperfine energies  167 + Ee(Fe, Je, I) +
Ee(Fg, Jg, I) for the 583 nm and 401 nm lines in 167Er. The theoretical val-
ues are based on the hyperfine coefficients Ae/h =  172.7MHz and Be/h =
 4457.2MHz [29] for the 583 nm line and our values Ae/h =  100.1MHz and
Be/h =  3079MHz for the 401 nm line.
Obs. Calc. (Fg, Fe) Obs. Calc. (Fg, Fe)
Energy Energy Energy Energy
(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)
583 nm 401 nm
 2011  2011 (19/2, 21/2)  761  762 (15/2, 17/2)
 1449  1454 (17/2, 19/2) -  757 (13/2, 15/2)
 820  834 (15/2, 17/2)  589  580 (11/2, 13/2)
 200  203 (13/2, 15/2)  498  498 (17/2, 19/2)
393 396 (11/2, 13/2)  325  315 (9/2, 11/2)
- 941 (9/2, 11/2) -  31 (7/2, 9/2)
- 1369 (7/2, 9/2) 150 150 (19/2, 21/2)
- 1709 (5/2, 7/2) 220 220 (5/2, 7/2)
13.4 ab initio hyperfine constants
In conjunction with the experimental measurements and fits, we have performed ex-
tensive ab initio electronic structure calculations of the magnetic dipole A and elec-
tric quadrupole B hyperfine constants. They describe the coupling of the nuclear
spin I to the total electron angular momentum J , due to the magnetic dipole and
electric quadrupole interaction, respectively. The latter originates from the electric
field gradient created by the electrons at the nuclear location. We were interested
to reproduce the known constants for the Er ground state as well as those of the
excited state at the 583 nm line obtained by Ref. [28, 29]. We can then confirm our
measurement of the unknown constants of the excited level at the 401 nm line.
The ab initio calculations of the hyperfine structure constants have been per-
formed using a relativistic multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method [46]. In
this method we perform an all-electron calculation of the wave function leading to
an accurate description of the electron-spin density near the nucleus. The eigen-
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Table 15: Observed isotope shift of the Er isotopes for the 583 nm and 401 nm lines.
The transition energy for the bosonic isotope 166Er is taken as energy reference. The
isotope shift of the center of gravity of fermionic 167Er was obtained from fitting.
Isotope Obs. Calc. Obs. Calc.
Energy Energy Energy Energy
(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)






functions are superpositions of non orthogonal many-electron determinants of one-
electron Dirac-Fock functions for the core and valence orbitals and Sturm functions
for virtual orbitals. Both types of one-electron orbitals are optimized for either the
4f 126s2 ground or 4f 126s6p excited-state reference configurations.
The hyperfine splittings of atomic levels are due to interactions between elec-
trons and nuclear multipole moments. In the configuration interaction picture and















2J(2J   1)(2J + 1)
(2J + 2)(2J + 3)
(13.6)






| , JMJi ,
where the sum i is over all electrons with positions ri with respect to the nucleus,
Y`m(r̂) are spherical harmonics, and ↵i is the Dirac matrix for electron i. Fur-
thermore, gI is the nuclear g-factor, µN is the nuclear magneton in atomic units,
and Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment. The relativistic electronic eigenfunctions
| , JMJi =
P
 
c |  , JMJi, obtained from the configuration-interaction calcu-
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lations with relativistic determinants |  , JMJi and CI coefficients c , have total
angular momentum J and projection MJ .
When an atom has open or unfilled electron shells, it leads to an unbalanced
electron-spin density near the location of the nucleus. As hyperfine constants are
proportional to the difference in electron-spin densities this leads to nonzero A and
B coefficients. To account for this effect we use a model, where the single-electron
orbitals differ for each spin direction or more precisely for each spinor of the Dirac-
Fock equation. Alternatively, this implies different exchange potentials for electrons
with spin up or down.
We use three restricted active spaces (RAS) to classify the electron Dirac-Fock
and Sturm orbitals, ensuring an efficient and compact CI expansion that, neverthe-
less, remains accurate. The first group of orbitals, RAS1, contains the occupied
spinors of the relevant reference configuration. We have studied convergence of
the hyperfine structure constants as the active set of orbitals was systematically in-





, ..., and 4f 6
5/2
shell electrons. We allow up to one electron to
be excited out of RAS1 into the two other active spaces. The second group, RAS2,




, and 6p1/2, 6p3/2 spinors, while the third group,
RAS3, contains spinors that are unoccupied in the reference configuration. These
latter virtual Sturm orbitals are the high-lying s-wave spinors from 7s up to 13s,
p-wave spinors from 7p up to 11p, and the 5d-spinor. For both RAS2 and RAS3 we
allow up to two electrons to enter or leave.
With this basis our finite-nuclear-size and finite-nuclear mass corrected ab initio
values of the A and B hyperfine constants are  120.42 MHz and  4554 MHz for
the ground state level,  174 MHz and  4057 MHz for the excited level at 583 nm,
and  100 MHz and  3424 MHz for the excited level at 401 nm, respectively. Con-
sequently, the ab initio A constants agree with experimentally determined values to
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better than 1%, whereas the B constants differ by up to 11% for the two excited
states. For the ground state the agreement for the B constant is also better than 1%.
13.5 Conclusion
We have used laser modulation-transfer spectroscopy on atomic Er as well as per-
formed ab initio electronic structure calculations of Er to obtain the magnetic dipole
and electric quadrupole constants for the only stable fermionic isotope, 167Er. We
focused on transitions from the 4f 126s2 (J = 6) ground state to two J = 7 levels
within the excited 4f 126s6p configuration. A least-squares algorithm applied to the
experimentally-measured hyperfine-structure energies gives accurate values for the
two constants as well as values for the isotope shift of five isotopes. The ab initio
calculation is based on a multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock method where we allow
no more than two electrons to be excited from and between the active spaces. The
method has no further adjustable parameters.
Our results are summarized in Table 16 and Fig. 8. We find that the ab initio A
coefficients for all three states and the B coefficient for the ground state agree to bet-
ter than 1% with the experimental values, which is in a surprisingly good agreement
considering the complex electron-shell structure of the Er atom. We note that the
ab initio electric quadrupole constants B for the two excited states exhibit a larger
deviation from the experimental values. This might be a consequence of missing
key configurations: the excited states have three open shells, 4f 12, 6s, and 6p, from
which more than two electrons might need to be excited. In addition, Sternheimer
shielding (e.g., distortions in the electron shells by the nuclear quadrupole moment),
which is not considered in our MCDF theory, might cause significant corrections.
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Table 16: A summary of the relevant hyperfine A and B constants for ground and
excited states (e.s.) usable for laser-cooling of 167Er.
state J A/h (MHz) B/h (MHz) Ref.
ground state 6  120.487(1)  4552.984(10) [28]
ab initio  120.42  4554 this work
583-nm e.s. 7  172.70(7)  4457.2(29) [29]
ab initio  174  4057 this work
401-nm e.s. 7  100.1(3)  3079(30) this work





































































































Figure 8: (Color online) Hyperfine levels of the ground (g.s.) and two excited states
of 167Er with particular interest for laser cooling. The level splitting was calculated
using A and B constants given in Table 16 for the respective transitions. The ar-
rows depict two laser-cooling transitions. The transition at 401 nm used for Zeeman
slowing is shown in blue and the transition used for magneto-optical trapping at
583 nm is shown in yellow.
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14 Weighted difference of g-factors of light Li-like
and H-like ions for an improved determination of
the fine-structure constant
A weighted difference of the g-factors of the Li- and H-like ion of the same element
is studied and optimized in order to maximize the cancellation of nuclear effects. To
this end, a detailed theoretical investigation is performed for the finite nuclear size
correction to the one-electron g-factor, the one- and two-photon exchange effects,
and the QED effects. The coefficients of the Z↵ expansion of these corrections
are determined, which allows us to set up the optimal definition of the weighted
difference. It is demonstrated that, for moderately light elements, such weighted
difference is nearly free from uncertainties associated with nuclear effects and can
be utilized to extract the fine-structure constant from bound-electron g-factor exper-
iments with an accuracy competitive with or better than its current literature value.
14.1 Introduction
Modern measurements of the bound-electron g-factor in H-like ions have reached
the level of fractional accuracy of 3 ⇥ 10 11 [43]. Experiments have also been
performed with Li-like ions [44]. In future it shall be possible to conduct similar
experiments not only with a single ion in the trap, but also with several ions si-
multaneously. Such a setup would allow one to directly access differences of the
g-factors of different ions, thus largely reducing systematic uncertainties and pos-
sibly gaining about two orders of magnitude in experimental accuracy [46]. So,
experimental investigations of differences of the bound-electron g factors on a sub-
10
 12 level look feasible in the future. Such measurements would become sensitive
to the uncertainty of the fine-structure constant ↵, which is presently known up to
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the fractional accuracy of 3 ⇥ 10 10 [36]. It might be tempting to use such future
experiments as a tool for an independent determination of ↵.
In order to accomplish a competitive determination of ↵ from the bound-electron
g-factor experiments, one has to complete theoretical calculations to a matching ac-
curacy, which is a challenging task. One of the important problems on the way is
the uncertainty due to nuclear effects, which cannot be well understood at present.
These uncertainties set a limitation on the ultimate accuracy of the theoretical de-
scription and, therefore, on the determination of ↵.
There is a way to reduce the nuclear effects and the associated uncertainties, by
forming differences of different charge states of the same element. In Ref. [37], it
was suggested to use a weighted difference of the g-factors of the H- and Li-like ions
of the same element in order to suppress the nuclear size effects by about two orders
of magnitude for high-Z ions. In Ref. [38], a weighted difference of the g-factors
of B-like and H-like charge states of the same element was proposed. It was shown
that the theoretical uncertainty of the nuclear size effect for ions around Pb can be
reduced to 4⇥10 10, which was several times smaller than the uncertainty due to the
fine-structure constant at the time of publication of Ref. [38]. Since then, however,
the uncertainty of ↵was decreased by an order of magnitude [40–42], thus making it
more difficult to access it in the bound-electron g-factor experiments. In our recent
Letter [10] we proposed a weighted difference of the g-factors of low-Z Li-like
and H-like ions, for which a more significant cancellation of nuclear effects can be
achieved. In the present paper we describe details of the underlying calculations
and report extended numerical results for the finite nuclear size corrections.
In our approach, the weight ⌅ of the specific difference of the g-factors is deter-
mined on the basis of studying the Z↵ and 1/Z expansions of various finite nuclear
size (fns) corrections, in such a way that the cancellation of these undesirable con-
tributions is maximized. We introduce the following ⌅-weighted difference of the
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bound-electron g-factors of the Li-like and H-like charge states of the same element,
 ⌅g = g(2s)  ⌅ g(1s) , (14.1)
where g(2s) is the g-factor of the Li-like ion, g(1s) is the g-factor of the H-like ion,





















with the notation   =
p
1  (Z↵)2. The justification of this choice of ⌅ will be
given later, after studying the contributions of individual physical terms to the fns
effect.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 14.2 we describe our calculations
of various fns contributions, namely, the leading one-electron fns effect, the fns
correction from the one-electron QED effects, and the two- and three-electron fns
corrections due to the exchange of one or more photons between the electrons.
The resulting weighted difference of the g-factors and its utility in determining the
fine-structure constant are discussed in Section 14.3, which is followed by a short
conclusion.
14.2 Finite nuclear size corrections
14.2.1 One-electron finite nuclear size














are the leading-order bound-electron g factor values calculated
assuming the extended and the point-like nuclear models, respectively. The leading-







dr r3 ga(r) fa(r) , (14.4)
where ga and fa are the upper and the lower radial components of the ns Dirac wave
function, respectively [11].
The fns correction  g(0)
N
has an approximate relation to the corresponding cor-










where  EN is the nuclear-size correction to the Dirac energy. Eq. (14.5) is exact
in the nonrelativistic limit and also holds with a reasonable accuracy in the whole
region of nuclear charge numbers Z. Using Eq. (14.5) and the result of Ref. [13]



















5/3R is the radius of the nuclear sphere with the root-mean-square
(rms) charge radius R and H(0,2+)n is the remainder due to relativistic effects. The
superscript (0, 2+) indicates that its contribution is of zeroth order in 1/Z and of
second and higher orders in Z↵. The nonrelativistic limit of Eq. (14.6) agrees with
the well-known result of Refs. [47, 48].
The leading relativistic correction H(0,2)n has been given in a closed analytical
form in Ref. [48]. We deduce from it that the difference of the relativistic corrections
of relative order (Za)2 for 2s and 1s states does not depend on the nuclear charge
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In the present work we calculate the nuclear-size correction  g(0)
N
numerically.
For the extended nucleus, the radial Dirac equation is solved with the Dual Ki-
netic Balance (DKB) method [49], which allows us to determine g(0)
ext
with a very
high accuracy. The nuclear-size correction is obtained by subtracting the analyti-
cal point-nucleus result. In order to avoid loss of numerical accuracy in the low-Z
region, we used the DKB method implemented in the quadruple (about 32 digits)
arithmetics.
In our calculations, we used three models of the nuclear charge distribution. The
two-parameter Fermi model is given by
⇢Fer(r) =
N
1 + exp[(r   r0)/a]
, (14.8)
where r0 and a are the parameters of the Fermi distribution, and N is the normaliza-
tion factor. The parameter a was fixed by the standard choice of a = 2.3/(4 ln 3) ⇡






✓(RSph   r) , (14.9)














The results of our calculations for the 2s and 1s states are presented in Table 17,
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expressed in terms of the function H(0,2+)n . Experimental values of the rms nuclear
charge radii R are taken from Ref. [17]. For ions with Z   10, we perform calcula-
tions with the Fermi and the homogeneously charged sphere models. The difference
of the values obtained with these two models is taken as an estimation of the model
dependence of the results. For ions with Z < 10, the Fermi model is no longer
adequate and we use the Gauss model instead.
We observe that the model dependence of the relativistic fns correction H(0,2+)n
is generally not negligible; it varies from 1% in the medium-Z region to 5% in the




is tiny. According to Eq. (14.7), it is suppressed by a small factor of (Za)2. Our
calculations show that in addition it is suppressed by a small numerical coefficient.
We conclude that both the model dependence and the R uncertainty of the one-
electron fns correction can be cancelled up to a very high accuracy by forming a
suitably chosen difference. The following weighted difference of the 2s and 1s

















The one-electron fns effects in the difference  ⌅0g arise only in the relative order
(Za)4, with a numerically small coefficient.
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Table 17: The relativistic fns correction, in terms of function H(0,2+)n defined by
Eq. (14.6), for the 2s state (n = 2) and the 1s state (n = 1), for different models
of the nuclear charge distribution. The rms charge radii R and their errors are taken
from the compilation of Ref. [17].









6 2.4702(22) Gauss 0.9296(3) 0.7421(3) 0.00003
Sphere 0.9827(3) 0.7951(3) 0.00007
8 2.6991(52) Gauss 0.9912(6) 0.8035(5) 0.0001
Sphere 1.0408(5) 0.8531(5) 0.0002
10 3.0055(21) Fermi 1.0248 0.8370 0.0003
Sphere 1.0700(2) 0.8822(2) 0.0003
12 3.0570(16) Fermi 1.0690 0.8810 0.0005
Sphere 1.1067(1) 0.9186(1) 0.0006
14 3.1224(24) Fermi 1.1001(1) 0.9118(1) 0.0008
Sphere 1.1327(1) 0.9443(1) 0.0009
20 3.4776(19) Fermi 1.1542(1) 0.9647(1) 0.0020
Sphere 1.1764(1) 0.9868(1) 0.0021
25 3.7057(22) Fermi 1.1843 0.9934 0.0034
Sphere 1.2030(1) 1.0119(1) 0.0035
30 3.9283(15) Fermi 1.2085 1.0159 0.0051
Sphere 1.2246 1.0319(1) 0.0053
35 4.1629(21) Fermi 1.2297(1) 1.0350 0.0071
Sphere 1.2438 1.0490(1) 0.0073
40 4.2694(10) Fermi 1.2518 1.0548 0.0095
Sphere 1.2652(1) 1.0679 0.0098
45 4.4945(23) Fermi 1.2714(1) 1.0718 0.0121
Sphere 1.2834(1) 1.0836(1) 0.0123
50 4.6519(21) Fermi 1.2920 1.0897 0.0148
Sphere 1.3033(1) 1.1006 0.0151
55 4.8041(46) Fermi 1.3129(1) 1.1077 0.0177
Sphere 1.3235(1) 1.1180(1) 0.0180
60 4.9123(25) Fermi 1.3346(1) 1.1265 0.0206
Sphere 1.3447 1.1363(1) 0.0209
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14.2.2 One-electron QED fns correction
The one-electron QED fns correction  g(0)
NQED
to the bound-electron g factor can be











(Z↵, R) , (14.13)
where  g(0)
N
is the leading-order fns correction discussed in Sec. 14.2.1, and G(0)
NQED
is a slowly varying function. The correction can be divided into four parts,
G(0)
NQED
= GNSE +GNUe,el +GNWK,el +GNVP,ml , (14.14)
where GNSE is the contribution of the electron self-energy, GNUe,el is induced by the
insertion of the Uehling potential into the electron line, GNWK,el is the analogous
correction by the Wichmann-Kroll potential, and GNVP,ml is the so-called magnetic-
loop vacuum-polarization correction.
The QED fns correction was studied in detail in our previous investigation [50],
where we reported numerical results for the 1s state of H-like ions. In the present
work, we extend our calculations to the 2s state, which is required for describing the
Li-like ions. The numerical results obtained for the 2s state are listed in Table 18.
The results for the 1s state are taken from Ref. [50]. We observe that the QED fns
corrections for the 1s and 2s states, expressed in terms of the function G(0)
NQED
, are
very close to each other. Therefore, they largely cancel in the weighted difference
 ⌅0g introduced in Eq. (14.11).
14.2.3 One-photon exchange fns correction
The one-photon exchange fns correction is the dominant two-electron contribution
to the total fns effect. It is suppressed by the factor of 1/Z with respect to the leading
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Table 18: One-electron QED fns corrections to the bound-electron g factor, ex-
pressed in terms of G(0)
NQED
defined by Eq. (14.13). The abbreviations are as follows:
”NSE” denotes the self-energy contribution, ”NUe,el” denotes the Uehling electric-
loop vacuum-polarization correction, ”NWK,el” stands for the Wichmann-Kroll
electric-loop vacuum-polarization correction, and ”NVP,ml” denotes the magnetic-
loop vacuum-polarization contribution.
Z NSE NUe,el NWK,el NVP,ml Total, 2s Total, 1s
6  0.54 (20) 0.179  0.011  0.010 (1)  0.38 (20)  0.60 (1)
8  0.77 (10) 0.256  0.019  0.010 (1)  0.55 (10)  0.70 (1)
10  0.94 (4) 0.337  0.028  0.013 (1)  0.65 (4)  0.807 (9)
12  1.14 (4) 0.430  0.040  0.017 (2)  0.77 (4)  0.905 (8)
14  1.32 (4) 0.530  0.053  0.018 (2)  0.86 (4)  0.996 (5)
20  1.86 (4) 0.863  0.098  0.025 (4)  1.12 (4)  1.237 (3)
25  2.36 (4) 1.185  0.143  0.030 (4)  1.35 (4)  1.404 (2)
30  2.82 (4) 1.543  0.191  0.035 (6)  1.50 (4)  1.542 (2)
35  3.27 (2) 1.933  0.240  0.039 (8)  1.62 (4)  1.655 (1)
40  3.75 (2) 2.376  0.295  0.044 (8)  1.71 (2)  1.733 (1)
45  4.23 (1) 2.837  0.345  0.047 (10)  1.79 (2)  1.793 (1)
50  4.73 (1) 3.348  0.398  0.050 (12)  1.83 (1)  1.821 (1)
55  5.25 (1) 3.902  0.450  0.053 (12)  1.85 (1)  1.819 (1)
60  5.79 (2) 4.515  0.502 (1)  0.055 (14)  1.83 (2)  1.780 (1)
one-electron fns contribution  g(0)
N
. The one-photon exchange fns correction can be
obtained as a difference of the one-photon exchange contributions to the g-factor








The one-photon exchange correction to the g-factor of the ground and valence-
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hcv|I 0( vc)|vci , (14.16)
where v and c denote the valence and the core electron states, respectively, µc
is the momentum projection of the core electron, P is the permutation operator,
(PvPc) = (vc) or (cv), ( 1)P is the sign of the permutation,  ab = "a   "b,
I(!) is the relativistic operator of the electron-electron interaction defined below,
and I 0(!0) = dI(!)/(d!) at ! = !0. Further notations used in Eq. (14.16) are as
follows:  (1)
V










and Vg is the effective g-factor potential (see, e.g., Eq. (14) of Ref. [19]),
Vg(r) = 2m [r ⇥↵]z , (14.18)
where ↵ is the vector of Dirac matrices in the standard representation. The above
form of the potential Vg(r) assumes that the momentum projection of the valence
state v in Eq. (14.16) is fixed as µv = 1/2.
The relativistic electron-electron interaction operator I(!) in the Feynman gauge
reads





where r12 = |r1   r2| is the distance between the two electrons and ! is the fre-
quency of the photon exchanged between them.
The calculation of the one-photon exchange contribution with the extended and
the point nuclear models was reported in Ref. [37]. In the present work, we redo
these calculations with an enhanced precision, which is necessary for an accurate













is the one-electron nuclear-size correction introduced earlier, and H(1)
is a slowly varying function. The Za expansion of H(1) reads
H(1) = H(1,0) + (Za)2H(1,2+) , (14.21)
where H(1,0) is the leading nonrelativistic contribution and H(1,2+) is the higher-
order remainder.
The nuclear-size correction is evaluated in this work as the difference of Eq. (14.16)
calculated with the extended vs. point-like nuclear models. The numerical evalu-
ation of Eq. (14.16) with the extended nucleus is performed by using the DKB
method [49]. For the point nucleus, we use the analytical expressions for the
reference-state wave functions and for the diagonal (in ) g-factor perturbed wave
function [20], and the standard implementation of the B-splines method [21] for
the non-diagonal in  part of the perturbed wave function. In order to avoid loss
of numerical accuracy in the low-Z region, we employ the DKB and the B-splines
methods implemented in the quadruple arithmetics.
The accuracy of the obtained numerical results is checked as follows. We ob-
serve that the leading term of the Z↵ expansion of Eq. (14.21), H(1,0), should not
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Table 19: The one-photon exchange fns correction to the bound-electron g factor of
the ground state of Li-like ions, in terms of the function H(1) defined by Eq. (14.20).
The column (R, c) contains results obtained with the actual values of the nuclear
charge radii R and the speed of light c. The column (4R, c) presents results obtained
with the nuclear charge radii multiplied by a factor of 4. The column (40R, 10c)
contains results obtained with the nuclear charge radii multiplied by a factor of 40
and the speed of light multiplied by 10.
Z (R, c) (4R, c) (40R, 10c)
6  2.8529  2.8529  2.8527
8  2.8538  2.8539  2.8533
10  2.8550  2.8552  2.8539
12  2.8566  2.8568  2.8545
14  2.8584  2.8586  2.8550
20  2.8654  2.8658  2.8569
25  2.8731  2.8735  2.8585
30  2.8824  2.8828  2.8601
35  2.8933  2.8936  2.8616
40  2.9057  2.9057  2.8629
45  2.9194  2.9191  2.8642
50  2.9346  2.9336  2.8653
55  2.9510  2.9491  2.8663
60  2.9686  2.9655  2.8670
depend on the nuclear charge radius R. It also cannot depend on the speed of light
c. All dependence of H(1,0+) on R and c comes only through the relativistic effects,
which are small corrections in the low-Z region. Therefore, numerical calculations
of H(1,0+) performed with different choices of R and c should have the same low-Z
limit.
The numerical results for the nuclear-size correction to the one-photon exchange
are presented in Table 19 and shown graphically on Fig. 9. We observe that the
results obtained with different values of R and c are in very good agreement for low
Z. This agreement also indicates that the results for H(1) are practically independent
of the nuclear model.
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Figure 9: (Color online) The one-photon exchange fns correction to the bound-
electron g factor of the ground state of Li-like ions, in terms of the function H(1)
defined by Eq. (14.20). Numerical results for the actual values the nuclear charge
radii and the speed of light (R, c) (filled dots, red) are compared with the results
obtained with with the nuclear charge radii multiplied by a factor of 4 (4R, c) (filled
stars, blue) and with the results obtained with the nuclear charge radii multiplied by
a factor of 40 and the speed of light multiplied by 10 (40R, 10c) (open dots, green).
The results obtained with enlarged speed of light show very weak Z dependence,
which might have been anticipated since the Z dependence of H(1) comes through
the relativistic corrections only. These results can be easily extrapolated to Z ! 0,
yielding
H(1,0) =  2.8512 (10) . (14.22)
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On the basis of this result, we conclude that the following weighted difference of













14.2.4 Two and more photon exchange fns correction
The fns correction with two and more photon exchanges between the electrons is
suppressed by the factor of 1/Z2 with respect to the leading fns contributions. A










is the one-electron nuclear-size correction defined in Eq. (14.3), and
H(2+) is a slowly varying function of its arguments.
In order to compute the fns correction, we need to calculate the two and more













within the Breit approximation. The
whole calculation is performed in three steps. In the first step, we solve the no-pair
Dirac-Coulomb-Breit Hamiltonian by the Configuration-Interaction Dirac-Fock-Sturm
(CI-DFS) method [51]. In the second step, we subtract the leading-order terms of
orders 1/Z0 and 1/Z1, thus identifying the contribution of order 1/Z2 and higher.
The subtraction terms of order 1/Z0 and 1/Z1 were calculated separately by pertur-
bation theory. In the third step, we repeat the calculation for the extended and the
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point nuclear models and, by taking the difference, obtain the fns correction.
The fns effect is very small in the low-Z region, which makes it very difficult
to obtain reliable predictions for this correction. In order to be able to monitor the
numerical accuracy, we performed three sets of calculations. The first set (R, c)
was obtained with the actual values of the nuclear charge radii R and the speed of
light c; the second set (4R, c) was obtained with the nuclear charge radii multiplied
by a factor of 4; the third set (40R, 10c) was obtained with the nuclear charge radii
multiplied by a factor of 40 and the speed of light multiplied by 10. The obtained
results are listed in Table 20 and presented in Fig. 10.
Similarly to the one-photon exchange fns correction, we assume that the low-Z
limit of H(2+), denoted as H(2,0), does not depend either on R or on c. By extrap-
olating our numerical results in Table 20 to Z ! 0, we obtain the nonrelativistic
value of the 1/Z2 correction as
H(2,0) = 1.070 (25) . (14.26)
Based on this result, we conclude that for light ions, the following weighted differ-











14.3 The weighted difference of the 2s and 1s g factors
Combining the results obtained in the previous section, we introduce the total ⌅-
weighted difference as follows
 ⌅g = g(2s)  ⌅ g(1s) , (14.28)
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Table 20: The two and more photon exchange fns correction to the bound-electron
g factor of the ground state of Li-like ions, in terms of the function H(2+) defined
by Eq. (14.24). Notations are the same as in Table 19.
Z (R, c) (4R, c) (40R, 10c)
10 1.059 (20) 1.081 (20)
14 1.073 (20) 1.075 (20)
20 1.102 (20) 1.110 (20) 1.075 (20)
25 1.157 (20) 1.149 (20) 1.074 (20)
30 1.198 (20) 1.195 (20) 1.074 (20)
35 1.255 (20) 1.249 (20) 1.073 (20)
40 1.321 (20) 1.312 (20) 1.072 (20)
50 1.481 (20) 1.466 (20) 1.068 (20)
55 1.579 (20) 1.560 (20) 1.067 (20)
60 1.690 (20) 1.672 (20) 1.064 (20)
where g(2s) is the g factor of the ground state of the Li-like ion, g(1s) is the g
factor of the ground state of the H-like ion, and the weight parameter ⌅ is defined
by Eq. (14.2). Basing on the analysis of the preceding Section, we claim that in
the ⌅-weighted difference  ⌅g, the nonrelativistic fns corrections to order 1/Z0,
1/Z1, and 1/Z2 and, in addition, the relativistic contribution to order (Z↵)2/Z0
are cancelled. A small remaining fns correction to  ⌅g is calculated numerically.
The definition of  ⌅g is based on the Z↵ expansion of the fns corrections. Because
of this, it is applicable for low- and medium-Z ions. For heavy systems, the Z↵
expansion is no longer useful. In this case, the cancellation of the fns effect in the
weighted difference is still possible but should be achieved differently [37, 38].
In Table 21 we present the individual fns contributions to the g-factor of the
ground state of Li-like ions g(2s), H-like ions g(1s) and for the weighted difference
 ⌅g. We observe that the uncertainty of the fns corrections for g(2s) and g(1s) is
dominated by the nuclear-model and nuclear-radii errors, which means they cannot
be significantly improved. On the contrary, the fns effect for  ⌅g is much smaller,
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Figure 10: (Color online) The two and more photon exchange fns correction to the
bound-electron g factor of the ground state of Li-like ions, in terms of the function
H(2+) defined by Eq. (14.24). Notations are the same as in Fig. 9.
and its uncertainty is mainly numerical, meaning that it can be improved further.
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Figure11: (Coloronline)Comparisonof theerror g = (@g/@↵) ↵due to the
uncertaintyofthefine-structureconstant ↵/↵= 3.2⇥10 10(solidline,green)and
theerrorduetothefinitenuclearsizeeffect(dashed-dotline,red),fortheg-factor












Z Term  gN(2s) ⌅i/Zi  gN(1s)  gN(2s)  ⌅i/Zi  gN(1s)
6 1/Z0 0.000 050 99 (0)(1)(9) 0.000 050 99 (0)(1)(9) 0.
↵/Z0 -0.000 000 05 (2) -0.000 000 071 (2) 0.000 000 03 (2)
1/Z1 -0.000 024 24 (0)(0)(4) -0.000 024 23 (0)(0)(4) -0.000 000 016 (1)(0)(0)
1/Z2+ 0.000 001 52 (4) 0.000 001 515 0.000 000 00 (4)
Total 0.000 028 2 (0)(0)(1) 0.000 0282 (0)(0)(1) 0.000 000 01 (4)(0)(0)
8 1/Z0 0.000 194 7 (0)(0)(7) 0.000 194 7 (0)(0)(7) 0.
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↵/Z0 -0.000 000 25 (3) -0.000 000 317 (5) 0.000 000 07 (3)
1/Z1 -0.000 069 5 (0)(0)(3) -0.000 069 4 (0)(0)(3) -0.000 000 068 (1)(0)(0)
1/Z2+ 0.000 003 26 (8) 0.000 003 256 0.000 000 00 (8)
Total 0.000 128 3 (1)(0)(8) 0.000 128 3 (0)(0)(8) 0.000 000 00 (8)(0)(0)
10 1/Z0 0.000 598 3 (0)(1)(8) 0.000 598 3 (0)(1)(8) -0.000 000 002
↵/Z0 -0.000 000 90 (8) -0.000 001 12 (1) 0.000 000 22 (8)
1/Z1 -0.000 170 8 (0)(0)(2) -0.000 170 6 (0)(0)(2) -0.000 000 241 (1)(0)(0)
1/Z2+ 0.000 006 4 (1) 0.000 006 40 0.000 000 0 (1)
Total 0.000 433 0 (2)(1)(9) 0.000 433 0 (0)(1)(9) 0.000 000 0 (2)(0)(0)
12 1/Z0 0.001 307 (0)(0)(1) 0.001 307 (0)(0)(1) -0.000 000 007
↵/Z0 -0.000 002 3 (2) -0.000 002 74 (2) 0.000 000 4 (2)
1/Z1 -0.000 311 1 (0)(1)(3) -0.000 310 5 (0)(1)(3) -0.000 000 604 (1)(0)(1)
1/Z2+ 0.000 009 7 (2) 0.000 009 71 0.000 000 0 (2)
Total 0.001 003 (0)(0)(1) 0.001 003 (0)(0)(1) -0.000 000 2 (3)(0)(0)
14 1/Z0 0.002 580 (0)(1)(4) 0.002 580 (0)(1)(4) -0.000 000 026 (0)(1)(0)
↵/Z0 -0.000 005 1 (3) -0.000 005 96 (3) 0.000 000 8 (3)
1/Z1 -0.000 5267 (0)(2)(8) -0.000 525 3 (0)(2)(8) -0.000 001 353 (1)(0)(2)
1/Z2+ 0.000 014 1 (3) 0.000 014 1 0.000 000 0 (3)
Total 0.002 062 (0)(1)(4) 0.002 062 (0)(1)(4) -0.000 000 6 (4)(0)(0)
20 1/Z0 0.014 41 (0)(1)(2) 0.014 41 (0)(1)(2) -0.000 000 554 (0)(7)(1)
↵/Z0 -0.000 038 (2) -0.000 041 4 (1) 0.000 004 (2)
1/Z1 -0.002 064 (0)(1)(2) -0.002 054 (0)(1)(2) -0.000 010 31 (0)(0)(1)
1/Z2+ 0.000 040 0 (7) 0.000 038 5 0.000 001 4 (7)
Total 0.012 34 (0)(1)(2) 0.012 35 (0)(1)(2) -0.000 006 (2)(0)(0)
25 1/Z0 0.043 36 (0)(3)(5) 0.043 36 (0)(3)(5) -0.000 003 90 (0)(4)(1)
↵/Z0 -0.000 136 (5) -0.000 141 4 (2) 0.000 005 (5)
1/Z1 -0.004 983 (0)(3)(6) -0.004 945 (0)(3)(6) -0.000 037 92 (0)(2)(4)
1/Z2+ 0.000 080 (1) 0.000 074 0.000 006 (1)
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Total 0.038 32 (1)(3)(5) 0.038 35 (0)(3)(5) -0.000 031 (5)(0)(0)
30 1/Z0 0.111 34 (0)(8)(8) 0.111 36 (0)(8)(8) -0.000 020 3 (0)(1)(0)
↵/Z0 -0.000 39 (1) -0.000 398 9 (5) 0.000 01 (1)
1/Z1 -0.010 697 (0)(8)(8) -0.010 583 (0)(8)(8) -0.000 114 72 (0)(9)(9)
1/Z2+ 0.000 148 (2) 0.000 132 0.000 016 (2)
Total 0.100 40 (1)(8)(8) 0.100 51 (0)(8)(8) -0.000 11 (1)(0)(0)
35 1/Z0 0.258 8 (0)(2)(3) 0.258 9 (0)(2)(3) -0.000 086 4 (0)(5)(1)
↵/Z0 -0.000 97 (2) -0.000 995 4 (6) 0.000 02 (2)
1/Z1 -0.021 40 (0)(2)(2) -0.021 09 (0)(2)(2) -0.000 305 7 (0)(3)(3)
1/Z2+ 0.000 265 (4) 0.000 226 0.000 039 (4)
Total 0.236 7 (0)(2)(3) 0.237 1 (0)(2)(3) -0.000 33 (2)(0)(0)
40 1/Z0 0.527 6 (0)(5)(2) 0.527 9 (0)(5)(2) -0.000 298 (0)(1)(0)
↵/Z0 -0.002 10 (3) -0.002 125 (1) 0.000 03 (3)
1/Z1 -0.038 33 (0)(4)(2) -0.037 63 (0)(4)(2) -0.000 699 6 (0)(8)(3)
1/Z2+ 0.000 436 (7) 0.000 353 0.000 083 (7)
Total 0.487 6 (0)(5)(2) 0.488 5 (0)(5)(2) -0.000 89 (3)(0)(0)
45 1/Z0 1.076 (0)(1)(1) 1.077 (0)(1)(1) -0.000 982 (0)(3)(1)
↵/Z0 -0.004 47 (3) -0.004 486 (3) 0.000 02 (4)
1/Z1 -0.069 81 (0)(8)(7) -0.068 24 (0)(8)(7) -0.001 574 (0)(2)(2)
1/Z2+ 0.000 74 (1) 0.000 569 0.000 17 (1)
Total 1.003 (0)(1)(1) 1.005 (0)(1)(1) -0.002 37 (4)(0)(0)
50 1/Z0 2.050 (0)(3)(2) 2.053 (0)(3)(2) -0.002 885 (0)(7)(3)
↵/Z0 -0.008 73 (5) -0.008 684 (5) -0.000 05 (5)
1/Z1 -0.120 3 (0)(2)(1) -0.117 1 (0)(1)(1) -0.003 262 (0)(5)(3)
1/Z2+ 0.001 21 (2) 0.000 878 0.000 34 (2)
Total 1.922 (0)(3)(2) 1.928 (0)(3)(2) -0.005 86 (5)(1)(0)
55 1/Z0 3.788 (0)(5)(7) 3.796 (0)(5)(7) -0.007 95 (0)(1)(2)
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↵/Z0 -0.016 29 (9) -0.016 037 (9) -0.000 26 (9)
1/Z1 -0.203 2 (0)(3)(4) -0.196 8 (0)(3)(3) -0.006 47 (0)(1)(1)
1/Z2+ 0.001 98 (3) 0.001 342 0.000 63 (3)
Total 3.570 (0)(5)(7) 3.584 (0)(5)(7) -0.014 05 (9)(2)(2)
60 1/Z0 6.74 (0)(1)(1) 6.76 (0)(1)(1) -0.020 51 (0)(2)(2)
↵/Z0 -0.028 7 (2) -0.027 96 (2) -0.000 8 (2)
1/Z1 -0.333 6 (0)(5)(3) -0.321 4 (0)(5)(3) -0.012 24 (0)(2)(1)
1/Z2+ 0.003 17 (4) 0.002 010 0.001 16 (4)
Total 6.38 (0)(1)(1) 6.42 (0)(1)(1) -0.032 4 (2)(0)(0)
We would like now to address the question whether the weighted difference  ⌅g
might be useful for the determination of the fine-structure constant ↵. The leading
dependence of  ⌅g on ↵ is given by the expansion












(1  ⌅) + . . . , (14.29)
where the second term in the right-hand-side stems from the binding corrections,
whereas the third term is due to the one-loop free-electron QED effect. In the above
equation, we keep ⌅ fixed, ignoring its dependence on ↵, since it does not contribute
to the sensitivity of  ⌅g on ↵ (the same value of ⌅ should be used when comparing
the experimental and theoretical values of  ⌅g). By varying ↵ in Eq. (14.29) within
its current error bars of  ↵/↵ = 3.2 ⇥ 10 10 [36], the corresponding error of  ⌅g
can be obtained.
In Fig. 11 we compare the uncertainty due to ↵ and the uncertainty due to the
nuclear model and radius, keeping in mind that the latter defines the ultimate limit
of the accuracy of theoretical calculations. The left panel of Fig. 11 shows this
comparison for the g-factor of the ground state of Li-like ions g(2s), whereas the
middle panel gives the same comparison for the ⌅-weighted difference  ⌅g. The dip
of the ↵-sensitivity curve around Z = 16 is caused by the fact that the dependence
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of the binding and the free-QED effects on ↵ in Eq. (14.29) (second and third terms)
have different signs, and thus cancel each other in this Z region. From Fig. 11 we
can conclude that up to Z ⇡ 45, the weighted difference  ⌅g yields possibilities for
an improved determination of ↵.
The determination of ↵ from  ⌅g has two drawbacks. The first one is the cancel-
lation of ↵ dependence of  ⌅g around Z = 16, leading to a loss of sensitivity to ↵
in this Z region. The second one is that  ⌅g contains the same free-QED part which
is used for the determination of ↵ from the free-electron g factor, which means that
these two determinations cannot be regarded as fully independent. Both drawbacks
can be avoided by introducing another difference,
 ⌦g =  ⌅g(Z)   ⌅g([Z/2]) , (14.30)
with  ⌅g(Z) being the weighted difference (14.28) for the nuclear charge Z, and
 ⌅g([Z/2]) is the corresponding difference for the nuclear charge [Z/2], where [. . .]
stands for the upper or the lower integer part. In the difference  ⌦g, most free-QED
contributions vanish. So, by a small sacrifice of the sensitivity of the binding effects
to ↵, we removed the dip around Z = 16 and made the theory of the weighted
difference (almost) independent on the theory of the free-electron g-factor.
The right panel of Fig 11 presents the comparison of the uncertainty due to
↵ with the error of the fns effect for the weighted difference  ⌦g. One finds a
smooth dependence of the sensitivity to ↵ on Z, without any dip in the region around
Z = 16. We observe that in the region Z = 10   20, the weighted difference  ⌦g
offers better possibilities for determining ↵ than  ⌅g.
Employing the difference  ⌦g can be also advantageous from the experimental
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point of view. It can be rewritten as
 ⌦g = g(2s, Z)  g(2s, Z2) (14.31)
  ⌅(Z) [g(1s, Z)  g(1s, Z2)]
  g(1s, Z2) [⌅(Z)  ⌅(Z2)] ,
with Z2 = [Z/2]. We thus observe that  ⌦g can be effectively determined in an
experiment by measuring two equal-weight g-factor differences (namely, the ones
in the first and second rows of the above equation) and g(1s, Z2). The equal-weight
differences may be measured with largely suppressed systematic errors and thus can
be determined in near-future experiments much more accurately than the g-factors
of individual ions. The last term in Eq. (14.31) is suppressed by a small factor of
[⌅(Z) ⌅(Z2)] ⇡ 0.02 0.04 in the region of interest. Therefore, the experimental
error of  ⌦g can be significantly improved as compared to that of the absolute g-
factors.
Let us now turn to the experimental consequences of the present calculations. So
far, the only element for which g-factors in both the H-like and Li-like charge states
have been measured is silicon. In Table 22 we collect the individual theoretical con-
tributions to  ⌅g(28Si) and compare the result with the experimental value. Theoret-
ical results for various effects were taken from the literature, Refs. [42, 52–56, 64].
The total theoretical value is compared to the experimental result [44, 45, 58].
The errors of the Dirac value and of the one-loop free QED (⇠ ↵(Z↵)0) result
specified in the table are due to the uncertainty of the current value of ↵ 1 =
137.035 999 074 (44) [36]. The uncertainty of the fns effect specified in the table is
6 ⇥ 10
 13, which is already smaller than the uncertainty of the Dirac value due to
↵. The fns uncertainty is of purely numerical origin, i.e. it does not influenced by
the errors due to the rms charge radius and the nuclear charge distribution, and thus
it can be further improved in future calculations.
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Table 22 illustrates another advantage of the ⌅-weighted difference: the contri-
butions of one-electron binding QED effects to  ⌅g are much smaller than those to
g(2s). This is explained by the fact that these effects largely originate from short
distances, similarly to the fns effect, and thus are significantly canceled in the dif-
ference. In particular, the uncertainty of  ⌅g(Si) due to three-loop binding QED
effects is on the 10 12 level, implying that these effects do not need to be known to
a high degree of accuracy for the determination of ↵.
Table 22 shows that the present experimental and theoretical precision of  ⌅g(Si)
is on the level of few parts in 10 9, which is significantly worse than the precision
achieved for other systems (in particular, H-like carbon, where the present experi-
mental and theoretical uncertainties are, correspondingly, 6 ⇥ 10 11 and 6 ⇥ 10 12
[43]). This underperformance is, however, more due to a lack of motivation than
due to principal obstacles.
On the experimental side, the same precision as for H-like carbon can be also
obtained for  ⌅g(C), with an existing ion trap [46]. Further experimental advance
is anticipated that could bring one or two orders of magnitude of improvement
[46]. On the theoretical side, the modern nonrelativistic quantum electrodynam-
ics (NRQED) approach (see, e.g., [59]) can apparently provide a theoretical result
for Li-like carbon with the same accuracy as obtained for its H-like counterpart
[60]. Moreover, further theoretical advance is possible: the two-loop QED correc-
tions of order ↵2(Za)5 and the three-loop QED corrections of order ↵3(Za)4 can be
calculated, both for H-like and Li-like ions [60].
As we are presently interested in light ions, the best way for the advancement of
theory would be a combination of two complementary methods. The first one is the
NRQED method (used, e.g., in [62]) that accounts for the nonrelativistic electron-
electron interactions to all orders in 1/Z, but expands the QED and relativistic ef-
fects in powers of ↵ and Za. The second approach (used, e.g., in [53, 55, 56, 64])
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accounts for the relativistic effects to all orders in Za but employs perturbation ex-
pansions in ↵ (QED effects) and in 1/Z (electron-electron interaction). Matching
the coefficients of the Za and 1/Z expansions from the two methods allows one to
combine them together, as it was done for energy levels in Ref. [34]. As a result
of this procedure, only higher-order corrections in Za will be expanded in 1/Z and
only higher-order corrections in 1/Z will be expanded in Za. This approach should
allow one to advance theory to the level required for a determination of ↵.
The principal limitation for the theory is set by the non-trivial nuclear structural
effects, such as the nuclear deformation, nuclear polarization, etc. For light ions,
the leading nuclear effects are described by effective operators proportional to the
Dirac delta function  (r). Such effects are canceled in the weighted difference  ⌅g.
We estimate that the uncertainty due to the remaining nuclear effects in  ⌅g should
be of the same order as the nuclear-model dependence error of the fns effect. From
the breakdown in Table 21 we deduce that for silicon, this error is by about two
orders of magnitude smaller than the uncertainty due to ↵. We thus conclude that
the nuclear effects do not represent any obstacles for the determination of ↵ from
 ⌅g and  ⌦g.
14.4 Conclusion
In this work we investigated specific weighted differences of the g-factors of H-
and Li-like ions of the same element. An accurate formula was obtained for the
weight parameter ⌅, determined by requiring cancellation of the nonrelativistic fi-
nite nuclear size corrections to orders 1/Z0, 1/Z1, and 1/Z2 and, in addition, the
relativistic contribution to order (Z↵)2/Z0. The coefficients of the Z↵ expansion
of the finite nuclear size corrections were obtained by performing accurate numeri-
cal calculations and fitting the results to the known expansion form. It was demon-
strated that the ⌅- and⌦-weighted differences, as given by Eqs. (14.28) and (14.30),
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Table 22: Individual contributions to the weighted difference  ⌅g for 28Si, M/m =
50984.833, ⌅ = 0.101136233077060.
Contribution Order Value
Dirac 1.796 687 854 216 5 (7)
1-loop QED ↵(Za)0 0.002 087 898 255 0 (7)
↵(Za)2 0.000 000 601 506 0
↵(Za)4 0.000 000 014 797 0
↵(Za)5+ 0.000 000 015 48 (52)
2-loop QED ↵2(Za)0  0.000 003 186 116 6
↵2(Za)2  0.000 000 000 917 9
↵2(Za)4  0.000 000 000 084 4
↵2(Za)5+ 0.000 000 000 00 (13)
  3-loop QED ↵3+(Za)0 0.000 000 026 514 9 (1)
↵3+(Za)2 0.000 000 000 007 6
↵3+(Za)4+ 0.000 000 000 000 0 (11)
Recoil m/M(Z↵)2+ 0.000 000 030 5 (11)
1-photon exchange (1/Z)(Za)2+ 0.000 321 590 803 3
2-photon exchange (1/Z2)(Za)2+  0.000 006 876 0 (5)
  3-photon exchange (1/Z3+)(Za)2+ 0.000 000 093 0 (60)
2-electron QED (↵/Z)(Za)2+  0.000 000 236 0 (50)
2-electron Recoil (m/M)(1/Z)(Za)2+  0.000 000 012 1 (7)
Finite nuclear size  0.000 000 000 000 6 (4)
Total theory 1.799 087 813 9 (80)
Experiment [44, 58] 1.799 087 812 5 (21)
can be used for an efficient suppression of nuclear effects. The residual uncertainty
due to nuclear effects is smaller than the uncertainty due to the currently accepted
value of the fine-structure constant ↵. The ⌅- and ⌦-weighted differences may
be used in future to determine ↵ from a comparison of theoretical and experimen-
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15 Summary
The aim of this thesis was to develop a concept for the high precision calculations
for various QED effects, mostly for the G-factor and Hyperfine structure splitting of
different elements. By considering the existing results and literature, we performed
the high accuracy calculations on H-like, Li-like and B-like elements. Moreover
working closely with experimental groups we performed calculations on lanthanide
atoms.
In the first part of these thesis we have elaborated a new nonlocal single-particle
potential, that allows to significantly improve the self-energy radiative corrections
in calculations of the electric structure of many-electron ions and neutral atoms.
Its addition to the Hamiltonian of a hydrogen-like ion causes shifts in the single-
electron energies by values exactly coinciding with the self-energy corrections for
H-like ions.
In the second part we investigated the experimental results and ab initio cal-
culations approach for the Hyperfine structure splitting calculations used in laser-
cooling transitions in fermionic Erbium-167. These calculations provided with
data for the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole constants for the only stable
fermionic isotope, 167Er. We obtained the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole
hyperfine structure constants for the ground and two electronically excited states of
the only stable fermionic erbium isotope 167 Er, which are relevant for laser cooling
experiments.
In this paper, we present a combined experimental and theoretical investigation
of the hyperfine structure of the only stable fermionic erbium isotope, 167Er. In
particular,
Further we demonstrated the implementation of the high accuracy MCDFS com-
putational method for the calculations of the weighted difference of the g-factors of
H-and Li-like ions of the same element. We showed that this weighted difference
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and its combination for two different elements can be used to extract a value for the
fine-structure constant from near-future bound-electron g-factor experiments with
an accuracy competitive with the highest accuracy reported to date.
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16 Appendix I
Bessel and Neuman functions and its derivative
16.0.1 Bessel functions jk(x)
































































































[x jk 1(x)  (2k + 1) jk(x)]
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(n  1)! (2k + n+ 1)!!
16.0.2 Neuman functions nk(x)































































(x) + (k + 1)n1(x)] =  ! cos(x)
3. nk(x)!k+1





























































(x) + (k + 1)nk(x)] = !
kxnk 1(x)
where nk(x) is a real Bessel function from the Abramovitz book































where x = ! r and
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k 1










!k+1 nk(x) = n̄k(x)
n̄k 1(x) = nk 1(x)!
k
let’s derive formulas for k = 0










(! n0(x)) = sin(x)
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so







!k+1 nk(x) = n̄k(x)
n̄k 2(x) = nk 2(x)!
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so then we have the following
!k 1 k (k + 1)nk(x) + 2(k + 1)!
k n0
k
(x) r + !k+1 n00
k
(x) r2
where nk(x) is a real Bessel function from the Abramovitz book
2. nk(x)
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where f 0 = d
dt





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































= M   L
and t = r !
let’s derive by parts






















































































































































































































































































































Examples of the Program codes used in the precise calculations.
17.1 Program bessel
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)






























17.2.1 Calculation of the jk(x)/omegak
x=omega*r
if (k.eq.-2) then
if (dabs(x).lt.0.01d0) goto 300
sinx=dsin(x)
cosx=dcos(x)
sj= -(sinx/x + cosx/x**2)
sj=sj*omega**2
return
endif if (k.eq.-1) then







endif if (k.eq.0) then














17.2.2 Reference line of the calculations 300


























































17.3.2 Reference line of the calculations 300







































17.4 Subroutine bess diff(k,omega,r,dfsj)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)











17.4.3 k = 0
if (k.eq.0) then






17.4.4 Derivative bessel k =1
if (k.eq.1) then






17.4.5 Reference line of the calculations 400






























17.5 Subroutine bess deriff(k,omega,r,ddfsj)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
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17.6 Subroutine bess bderiff(k,omega,r,dddfsj)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
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17.7 subroutine bess bbderiff(k,omega,r,bfsj)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
17.7.1 Calculation of the d[jk(x)/omegak]/domega
x=omega*r




















































































17.11 subroutine naum deriff(k,omega,r,ddsn)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
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17.11.1 Calculation of the d[nk(x) ⇤ omegak+1]/domega
x=omega*r
call naum(k-1,omega,r,sn)
a=sn*r
call naum(k-2,omega,r,sn)
b=r**2*sn*omega**2
ddsn=a+b
return
end
